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ABSTRACT

PATTERNS OF CONSONANT GRAPHEME REPRESENTATION

IN CHILDREN WITH LANGUAGE DISORDERS

Diann Mizell

Department of Speech and Hearing Sciences

Graduate Division

University of California, San Francisco

The study was based on analyses of spontaneously written paragraphs

(i.e., paragraphs written at school for classroom assignments) produced

by thirty children with learning disabilites. Each nonstandard spelling

was categorized into one of five types: phoneme-type changes, doubling

changes, morpheme changes, optional spelling changes and m/n changes.

After each syllable in the corpus was classified according to syllable

type, the vowel environment for each phoneme-type change was determined.

Every word in the corpus was analyzed into its part-of-speech and the

frequency of occurrence of each part of speech was calculated. All

nonstandard spellings falling within the category of phoneme-type changes

were then analyzed according to parts of speech.

Subjects were then divided according to youngest, oldest and middle

age-groups and compared for frequency and category of nonstandard

spellings and types of phoneme change. Data on subjects were compared



with data from other studies of normal preschool, first graders and

learning disabled subjects. Data were also compared with studies of

nonstandard phoneme realizations in children's speech and of nonstandard

realizations in studies of adult written, recall matrices. Processes

used to describe spoken phonological changes were applied to the

nonstandard realizations in the corpus. The few spoken adult changes

that are currently available were also compared to the nonstandard

changes of the subjects with learning disabilities.

Finally, a spelling test was administered to all subjects that was

devised from the nonstandard spellings in the paragraphs. To satisfy

broad word positional requirements and assure coverage of all phonemes

and morpheme types, words were added to the spelling test, similar to the

vocabulary found in the paragraphs. Nonstandard realizations in the

spelling test were then compared to the nonstandard realizations on the

corpus derived from paragraphs.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

When Noam Chomsky began writing about deep and surface structures in

language, a new kind of research was inaugurated in language study in

general and in child language in particular. Not only did this frame of

reference allow consideration of one process such as articulation or oral

production, it mandated a consideration of the covert or underlying

relationships and processes. This relationship between overt and covert

processes was to be the focus of linguistic research.

The innovative aspect of this type of research was to realize that a

child's early speech productions were related to the child's growing

mastery of language and phonology. The changes over time that had been

observed in groups of children reflected the predictable changes in the

individual child. The concept of error began to loose its importance in

the minds of the researcher because the concept of change better captured

the child's actual capacities and performance. What became apparent with

this focus on change rather than error was that there was a describable

sequence of differences between the target and the child's productions

which were not necessarily related to the ability to produce but to a

child's perceptual and categorical skills.

The relationship between spoken language, which is the articulatory

mode of expression, and the underlying phonological code is a well

established phenomenon. Ingram (1976) and Shriberg and Kwitawski (1980)

discuss stages in the acquisition of phonology and deviant phonology, and

end their discussion with a heading of spelling. This heading has no

notations. To date there has been little research using this model for

investigating the acquisition of orthography.



This study is based on the primary hypothesis that spelling is a

manifestation of the underlying phonological code. Spelling and the

changes which occur as the orthographic code are learned are therefore

best described by the techniques used to describe articulatory

acquisition and development.

The questions to be answered in this research are couched in the

context of the acquisition of spelling in children with language learning

disabilities. They are:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

What are the patterns of nonstandard spellings found in children

with learning disabilities?

Do syllable type and vowel environment affect nonstandard spelling?

Does the part-of-speech affect nonstandard spelling?

Do the patterns of nonstandard spellings change with age?

Do the nonstandard spelling taken from spontaneously written

paragraphs show the same pattern of changes as nonstandard spellings

derived from dictated spelling tests?

Are there similarities between the nonstandard spellings of normal

children and subjects with learning disabilities?

Are there similarities in children's spoken nonstandard speech and

children's nonstandard spellings?

Are the similarities between children's nonstandard spellings and

adult recall errors?

Are there similarities between children's nonstandard spellings and

children's and adults' spoken phonological changes?



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Research in child language has focused primarily on production in

semantics, syntax and phonology. Some work has been accomplished on the

perceptual aspects of child language but perceptual aspects of language

are very difficult to research because children have not developed or

acquired enough insight and descriptive skills to be a reliable

informant. Noam Chomsky's and Jean Piaget's proposed concepts of child

language and of child development which led to the evaluation of new

approaches to the study of child language and hence to experiments to

tease out covert perceptual processes in relation to overt productions.

Investigators are now encouraged to infer underlying processes for

surface manifestations.

Noam Chomsky's work systematized the relationship between underlying

and surface manifestations in spoken phonology. This gave rise to the

idea that internal linguistic processes were operating which determined

the form of the utterance. Rules were used to express the relationships

between the surface target and the underlying representation. Notations

of these processes are quite common in linguistic literature and, often,

investigators use mathematical forms for expressing linguistic

relationships:

eg: b –-p/_#

Ingram (1976) proposed six stages in the acquisition of phonology.

Although the interaction between linguistic research and developmental

psychology have brought about new ways of looking at the child learning

the phonology of her/his spoken language, written language learning in



extensively from this interactionist viewpoint. This study will explore

the interaction between the acquisition of phonology and stages in the

acquisition of spelling, particularly the acquisition of spelling by

children with learning disabilities. In the following discussion, four

areas of research will be discussed: they relate to 1) grapheme

acquisition, 2) phoneme-grapheme and grapheme-phoneme relationships, 3)

cognitive processes underlying the acquisition of spelling, and

4) "spelling disorders."

Phonological Acquisition

Many people consider learning to spell as primarily a rote memory

task. They assume that spelling should be a phonetic denotation of

spoken langeage--spelling is deplored as unphonetic because it is so

"unsystematic" and so full of contradictions. This unrealistic

expectation that spelling must code the production of speech has caused

many to denigrate spelling as a legitimate concern for linguistic or

cognitive research.

In the present research, grapheme acquisition is viewed as one

expressive mode of the underlying phonological code. For this reason,

spoken phonological acquisition must be reviewed to explore the possible

relationship between the spoken and written code. Although there is an

extensive literature concerning children's acquitision of phonology, this

review considers only the recent work that has been directly adapted in

the design of the present research, the work of Ingram (1976) and

Shriberg and Kwiatowski (1980) (the work of the later authors draw from

many earlier studies).



Ingram's phonological stages are presented on the right hand side of

Table 1 which correlates linguistic, phonological and cognitive stages.

Shriberg and Kwiatowski (1980) collected available information

provided by Ingram and other researchers and devised an analysis format

for normal and deviant spoken phonological acquisition.

Ingram (1976) was one of the first investigators to use or relate

Piaget's stages and hierarchies to the acquisition of phonology,

describing the acquisition of phonology both from a linguistic and

cognitive point of view. Furthermore, he used linguistic notations in a

cognitive stage analysis. Ingram was the first to postulate the

difference between the phonology of the first fifty words and the

phonology of later stages. These postulates were based upon Piaget's

claims that different strategies were used in different stages to cope

with the child's new insights. They use only eight of the processes

found in Ingram's Phonology of the Single Morpheme, to describe deviant

phonological acquisition. They commented that, although other processes

are found among children with phonological problems, eight are most

common. Nevertheless, they cautioned clinicians to note all observed

processes because children may exhibit the less common processes.

Shriberg and Kwiatowski's eight processes are indicated by double

asterisks in Table 2. The processes specifically considered in the

present study are discussed in a later chapter.



Ingram's Phonological Stages with Linguistic and Cognitive Stages

Table 1
stages that correspond to each

Piaget's stages

Sensori-rno, or period (0;0–1; 6)
Development of systems of move
ments and perception. Child
achieves riotton of object
permanence.

Period of cc.ncrete operations
(1, 6–12.0)
Preconcept subperiod (1:6–4:0)
The onset of symbolic representa
tion. Child can now refer to past
and future, although most activity
is in the here and now. Predomin
ance of symbolic play.

Intuitional subperiod (4;0–7:0).
Child relies on immediate per
ception to solve various tasks.
Begins to develop the concept of
reversibility. Child begins to be
involved in social games.

Concrete operations subperiod
(7:0–12:0). Child learns the
notion of reversibility. Can solve
tasks dealing with conservation of
mass, weight, and volume.

Period of formal operations
(12;0–16;0). Child learns the
ability to use abstract thought.
Can solve problems through
reflection.

2

3

5

Piaget's cognitive stages of development with approximate ages, and the grammatical and phonological

Table 1.

Linguistic stages

Prelinguistic communication
through gestures and crying.
Holophrastic stage.
Use of one-word utterances.

Telegraphic stage. Child beings
to use words in combinations.
These increase to point between 3
and 4 when most sentences
become close to well-formed,
simple sentences.

Early complex sentences. Child
begins to use complernents on
verbs and some relative clauses.
These early complex structures,
however, appear to be the result
of juxtaposition.
Complex sentences. Child
acquires the transformational
rules that embed one sentence
into another. Coordination of
sentences decreases, v. the
increase in cornplex sentences.
Linguistic intuitions. Child can
now reflect upon grammaticality
of his speech and arrive at
linguistic intuitions.

Phonological stages

1 Prelinguistic vocalization and per
ception (birth to l ;0).

2 Phonology of the first 50 words
(l;0–1;6).

3 Phonology of single morphemes.
Child begins to expand inventory of
speech sounds. Phonological pro
cesses that result in incorrect
productions predominate until
around age 4 when most words of
simple morphological structure are
correctly spoken.

4 Completion of the phonetic inven
tory. The child acquires production
of troublesome sounds by age 7.
Good production of simple words.
Beginning of use of longer words.

5 Morphophonemic development.
Child learns more elaborate deriva
tional structure of the language;
acquires morphophonemic rules of
language.

6 Spelling. Child masters ability to
spell.



Table 2.

Ingram (1976) and Shriberg and Kwiatowski (1980) : Phonological Stages

II.

III.

IV.

W.

WI

Stage I:

Stage II:

Abridged

Prelinguistic Vocalization and Perception (birth to 1;0)

Phonology of the First 50 Words (1;0 – 1; 6)
A. Perception
B. 1.

:
Stage III:

Consonant
Vowels

Syllables
Words
Style

Phonology of the Simple Morpheme
A. Perception
B. Phonetic Elements (Production)
C. Phonological Processes

1.

Stage IV:

Stage W:

Stage VI:

Syllable Structure
a. Reduplication
b. Unstressed Syllable Deletion **
c. Final Consonant Deletion **
d. Cluster Reduction **
Assimilation Processes **
a. Contiguous Assimilation between Consonants
b. Contiguous-Regressive Assimilation
c. Contiguous-Progressive Assimilation
d. Noncontiguous Regressive Assimilation *
e. Noncontiguous Progressive Assimilation *
Substitution Processes
a. Vowel Neutralization
b. Fronting of Nasals
c. Denasalization
d. Frication of Glides
e. Velar Fronting **
f. Stopping of Fricatives and Affricatives **
g. Liquid Simplification **
h. Fronting of Palatals kºk
i. Vocalization of Syllabic Consonants

Completion of the Phonetic Inventory (4–0 to 7–0)

Morphophonemic Development (7–0 to 12–0)

Spelling (12 - 16)



Phonemes and Graphemes: Correspondences of Sounds and Spellings

The present research hypothecates spelling as a surface realization

of the underlying phonological system. As the child listens and observes

the linguistic processes of her/his culture, mental representations of

the sound system of the language are formed. These representations are

implicit in the surface manifestations of spoken language, but will not

be conscious processes until she/he learns to read and write. Even at

this point, the underlying representations may be only intuitive and not

readily available to the child for scrutinizing or use. But comparisons

of the target or goal of the child's speech with the trial-and-error

products as they master the production system offers insights into the

processes children use. Both targets and the products of children's

spelling are used in the present research to investigate the acquisition

of spelling by children with learning disabilities. Two further areas of

research are, therefore, relevant. First, sound-to-spelling

correspondences are examined in terms of the spellings of phonemes or

phoneme-to-grapheme correspondences. Second, the spelling-to-sound

correspondences are reviewed to determine how speech can be derived from

spelling.

Phoneme-Grapheme Correspondence.

Hanna, Hanna, Hodges and Rudorf (1966) investigated the phonological

structure of spoken American English. They analyzed 17,310 words to

determine if the phonemes had predictable spellings. They used a

criteria of 80 percent representation as the determining factor in

deciding whether or not the alphabetic principle was upheld. They found

"the data . . . have shown that more than half of the consonant phonemes



have particular spellings which occur 80 percent or more of the time in

the lexicon, irrespective of environmental factors." Environmental

factors are 1) stress of the syllable in which the sound occurred, and 2)

position (initial, medial, or final position) within the syllable or

word. "The 30 consonant phonemes . . . are represented by 30 different

graphemic options 83.99 percent of the time . . . and the 22 vowel

phonemes are represented by 22 different graphemic options only 62.77

percent of the time." When environment is taken into consideration, the

mean percentages change. For both vowels and consonents, the average of

the mean percentage was 84.15; for the consonants it was 89.95 percent;

for the vowels, it was 78. 17 percent. In other words, when positional

factors such as where the sound occurred in a syllable (initial, medial,

or final position) and stress (primary, secondary, and unaccented

syllables), the phoneme-grapheme correspondence exceeded the 80 percent

criteria for the entire corpus of 17,000 words.

Hanna, et al (1966) concluded, "About half (49+ percent) of all the

words in the 17,000+ corpus can be spelled correctly on a phonological

basis alone. To the extent that the corpus is a representative sample of

the entire lexicon, this statement can be generalized to hold for the

entire lexicon of American English . . . [and] will also enable one to

spell with only one error another 36+ percent." Eighty-five percent of

the words in a 17,000 corpus can be spelled correctly or with one error

if the speller has knowledge of the coding of the phonological system.

The research of Hanna et al implies that the phonological code determines

the spelling of about half the words in a 17,000 word corpus. When the

knowledge of 1) common optional spellings, 2) syllable stress, and 3)

position of the consonant in the word are added, approximately 85% of
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those words can be spelled correctly. Table 3 illustrates consonant

phonemes and the number of options necessary to achieve the 80 percent

criterion.

Frequency and Percentage Tabulations of Phoneme-Grapheme
Correspondences in American English

(Adapted from Hanna, Hanna, Hodges and Rudorf, 1966)

Table 3. Consonant Phonemes

Plosives

Phoneme Grapheme Frequency Percent

b 2,303
b 2,239 97. 22

p 3,449
p 3, 296 95.56

t 7,793
t 7,528 96.59

d 3,691
d 3,611 97.83

k 4,712
C 3,452 73.25
K 601 12.75

g 1,338
8 1, 178 88.04

Nasals

In 3,501
In 3,302 94. 31

n 7,656
m 7,452 97.33

ng 615
Ing 362 58.86
n 251 40.81



Table 3 continued

Phoneme Grapheme Frequency Percent

Fricatives

f 2,019
f 1,580 78.25
ph 242 12.02

V 1,492
V 1,485 99.54

9 411
th 4 11 100.00

■ 149
th 149 100.00

s 6,326
s 4,599 7.2. 69
C 1,067 16.86

2 995
s 640 64.32
Z 229 23.01

J 1,537
ti 820 53.35
sh 398 25.89
ci 81 5.27

3 102si 50 49.01
s 34 33.33

■ 564
ch 3.13 55. 49
T 175 31.03

d3 982
8 647 65.88

218 22.24

Liquids

r 9,390
R 9, 119 97. 11

l 5,389
L 4,894 90.81
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Table 3 continued

Phoneme Grapheme Frequency Percent

Glides

h 778
H 762 97.94

W 626
W 578 92.35

wh 89
Wh 89 100.00
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Grapheme-Phoneme Correspondence

As noted earlier, spelling has long been considered a mirror for

speech. According to Venezky (1967) early grammarians, were primarily

concerned with correct pronunciation and made rules for relating spelling

to sound. The reformist later claimed rules as their domain and tried to

force writers and readers to follow the true, enlightened path.

Venezky (1967) explored how sound was derived from spelling. This

is not a simple reversal of the procedure investigated by Hanna, et al.

(1966), since Venezky held that, "Spelling units are not related directly

to sound but to an intermediate (morphophonemic) level first and then to

sound . . . Rules employed in mapping from graphemic to morphophonemic

forms are those which are theoretically unique to the reading process.

All other rules exist apart from the orthography and are, in general, a

part of the language habits of all speakers of English, literate or

illiterate."

For spelling-to-sound analyses, graphemes are described in terms of

functional units of two kinds: relational units and markers. Relational

units show the relationship between the grapheme and phoneme (consonants

and vowels). Markers are strings of one or more graphemes which are used

to signal not only pronunciation differences but also show morpheme

relationships. Venezky (1967) was able to analyze 20,000 most common

English words and derive a set of rules that would allow a computer

program to be written and spelling-to-sound correspondences to be

demonstrated. Again, this is not a simple one-to-one matching task

because much morphemic information is coded in the spelling of a

particular word. The goal of Venezky's work (1967) was not simply to

make a computer program which could show the pronunciation of words, but
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to investigate how one devised and utilized grapheme information to

arrive at the pronunciation of a word and eventually to its meaning.

The Hanna et al (1966) and Venezky (1967) studies looked at the

mature, accomplished speaker-writer-reader system. The child's

developing system is probably different from the mature adult system but

is moving toward that target. Hence, the child is not envisioned as a

miniature adult but as an active constructor of mental frameworks to

interpret and use information from her/his environment. It necessitates

consideration of orthography in relation to the acquisition of the entire

language system. The surface realization in this instance is spelling

rather than pronunciation or articulation, but the underlying level

remains the lexical/semantic code. Phonological rules relate surface

graphemes to underlying forms. Phonological transformations relate both

speech and spelling at the surface representations of the underlying

abstract lexical representations. But speech and spelling are not

mirrors of each other any more than spelling is a mirror of reading.

Speech and spelling are intimately related, but they code different

information.

Carol Chomsky (1971) discussed spelling from the vantage of the

mature or accomplished speller. She contended that "orthography

corresponds to the lexical representations in the base component in an

underlying level of language analysis." For the mature speller, it is

the underlying language manifestation which is coded. For instance,

Imation, national, nationality, nationalizing, and international are

related on a meaningful or semantic level. Spelling preserves these

meaningful relationships whereas the phonetic (surface) realization has
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changed pronunciations. As suffixes and prefixes are added, the base

word has vowel changes as well as length changes. She wrote:

In the lexical spelling, many predictable phonetic features of the
spoken language are suppressed, e.g., vowel, vowel alternations,
consonant alternations, schwa stress . . . The lexical spelling and
the conventional orthography which corresponds so closely to it,
abstract away from these variations in pronunciation and represent
deeper similarities that have a semantic function in the language.
The lexical items are, after all, the meaning bearing items in the
language. Lexical spellings represent the meaning bearing items
directly, without introducing phonetic detail irrelevant to their
identification. Thus, on the lexical level and in the orthography,
words that are the same, look the same.

Although phonological rules may relate surface realizations to

underlying lexical items in both speech and spelling, these rules are not

necessarily the same rules although they are probably similar or related.

Carol Chomsky (1971) observed, "The phonological component contains rules

that operate on the lexical spelling . . . [the] role [of phonological

rules] is to operate on abstract lexical representations within their

syntactic context in order to produce the phonetic forms that actually

occur in speech." Nevertheless, speech has one set of constraints by the

very nature of articulatory mannerisms necessary to produce the spoken

code; spelling will have its own set of constraints.

If rules must be used to interpret a surface manifestation into an

underlying manifestation, one may think it necessary to have conscious

knowledge of the process. Although a child may concentrate

wholeheartedly on learning to walk, that concentration does not

necessarily imply conscious manipulation of the body in the attempt to

gain locomotion. So it is with phonological rules and the phonological

component. Carol Chomsky (1971) wrote:

In producing and interpreting speech, a speaker of the language
constantly operates with rules such as these. Certainly he has no
conscious knowledge of them any more than he has conscious knowledge
of the syntactic rules which enable him to produce and understand
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sentence structures in his language. In the course of acquiring his
language he has internalized the rules of its phonological system,
and as a mature speaker he operates in accordance with them both in
speaking and in comprehending the spoken language.

Chomsky (1971) goes on to point out, again, that spelling is another

surface manifestation in the same linguistic system.

If these concepts apply to mature spellers, what of the child who is

acquiring spelling. C. Chomsky (1970, 1971) and Read (1975a, 1975b)

agreed that children assume that letters represent the sounds of their

language. Children seem to discover on their own that spelling is not

arbitrary but that it corresponds to something real that is already

known. The names of the letters and the written configurations may be

arbitrary, but the relationship between the grapheme sequence and the

sounds within the spoken word correspond.

At first, this phonetic approach seems the most feasible way for the

beginning orthographer to proceed. This first approach allows

pronunciation to be tied to meaningful relationships. But this original

understanding must be widened to include 1) more complicated

pronunciation shifts, and 2) morphological relationships. It is at this

more complex level of language functioning that a shift in strategies may

also occur. Carol Chomsky (1971) observed:

Although little is known at the present time about the child's
acquisition of these deeper aspects of the sound structure of
English, it is certainly likely that it continues well into the
school years. It would be interesting to try to assess the child's
implicit knowledge of this phonological system at various stages of
his development.

The full phonological system of English depends heavily on a learned
stratum of vocabulary including Latinate forms and a network of
affixes which account for a large portion of surface phonetic
variations. As the maturing child comes to control these forms in
the spoken language he internalizes both their underlying
representations and the phonological rules which relate the latter
to pronunciations. This process of internalization depends in part
on recognizing the relevant similarities in words which are
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pronounced differently. It is no doubt facilitated in many cases by
an awareness of how words are spelled. Thus, the underlying system
which the child has constructed from evidence provided by the spoken
language and which contributes to his ability to interpret the
written language may itself be improved by his increased familiarity
with the written language.

In the next section we will look at some basic considerations in the

development of cognition and some specific considerations in the

development and acquisition of orthography.

Cognition and the Acquisition of Spelling

Piaget's work on the composition of the developing intellect led to

the evolution of research framework which focused on the child's

faculties and frameworks which allow for cognitive change. These

faculties are based upon hearing, sight and movement and are organized

into accommodation and assimilation processes. Accommodation is the

child's ability to make ideas fit into an existing scheme, where as

assimilation is the utilization of the environment to form new mental

schemes.

Piaget's frameworks are divided into stages and aspects of balance.

Stages focus on one skill being dependent upon and developing from

earlier learning which has been organized in some way. Balance focuses

on equilibrium (where everything fits and works well) and decalage where

old skills give way to new skills because old ideas no longer functioned

adequately for the incoming sensory and motor data.

Studies of the preschool orthographer looked at the child engaged in

one of the assimilation processes, making his ideas of the acquisition of

speech sounds fit into writing processes. Studies of the kindergartner

and first grader looked at the child's efforts trying to make his ideas
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of sounds and writing accommodate new ideas and new instances in speaking

and writing she/he was learning to do.

The Preschool Orthographer. One of the ways of looking at the

development and acquisition of cognition is that the processes are fixed

and that there is a necessary order in the appearance of certain skills.

Piaget was a notable proponent of this view.

Read (1975) and Beers and Henderson (1978) studied preschool and

kindergarten orthographers. Read's (1975) studies show that three- to

five-year-old children systematically use their internalized knowledge to

spell words they have never seen before. Beers and his colleagues

chronicle the progress of the kindergarteners and first graders as

academic subjects were being presented.

Read (1971, 1975a, 1975b) studied preschool children who began

spelling spontaneously. He found their spelling to be systematic. When

non-standard spellings were used, those spellings were very predictable

and based upon phonetic (or surface realization/pronunciation)

characteristics; i.e., the children categorized unfamiliar sounds in

words according to phonetic characteristics.

Read (1975) found the following procedures to be common to all the

three- to five-year-old children who began writing messages to their

parents or labelling pictures:

1) The children learned to recognize letters.

2) The children learned to name letters by traditional letter

IlameS.

3) The children learned that a letter usually spells a phone that

occurs in the name of the letter. They also usually learned

the first letter in their own name.
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4) They began to write by applying letter names to new words using

the phones in the letter names.

5) When they had problems, they asked "how do you spell X-sound,"

not "how do you spell X-word." The children seemed to use this

strategy when they could find no approximation for the sound in

the letter names.

These preschoolers may have been particularly bright or creative

children, but none had been particularly schooled. Their parents had not

discouraged them, but had simply made writing materials available to them

and answered the few questions the children asked. The parents'

attitudes were probably important; if they had fears about the children

learning "bad" habits, they did not act upon the fear. The parents

seemed to accept the child's attempts to write in whatever manner the

child chose to perform. This attitude was similar to the attitude Beers

and his associates fostered in their subjects and teachers in their work

with kindergarten and first-grade orthographers.

Typical spellings from Read's data are found in Table 4.

Table 4. Spellings of Preschool Orthographers
(Source: Read)

Target Realization Target Realization

little litl road rod

Was Waz boat bot

kitten kitn face fas

Indian iden coke kok

Carrot cerit ghost gost

circus srcis
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They concluded that children tacitly categorize sounds according to their

feature similarities. For instance, as shown in Table 5, some children

use the grapheme Ks) to represent both /s/ and /z/. Some children who

have not learned to read used K2 where it was appropriate phonetically.

Table 5. Realizations of /s/ or /z/.
(Source: Read)

Target Realization

pine trees pintres

says SeS

is iz

does diz

WaS WOZ, Wu Z, Waz

because bcoz

They seemed to ignore the voicing difference and categorized according to

an individual scheme of organization: some used <s) to signify /z/; some

used 3X, but none used another sound representation such as /k/ or any

other distant or unrelated sound.

In general, the children used consonant letter names to spell the

consonants. If they could not use a letter name, they grouped the

unknown sound with a known sound on the basis of phonetic similarity. As

the last example showed, /s/ and /z/ are similar; the only difference is

voicing. Children did not use something which was dissimilar.

Syllabic consonants [r, l, m, n] and [0] were written without a

preceding vowel. This suggests that the children perceived only one

sound in the syllable and only wrote one sound in their non-standard

spellings. For instance, in the standard orthography, there are two
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syllables in little but no "true" vowel in the second syllable: the

children wrote litl, without the second vowel.

Nasals were often omitted before following consonants: Klump->lup,

raincoat-º-racot, landed-bladed, planted–-platé). Apparently, the

children categorize nasality in different ways than the adult, either as

part of the preceding vowel or as part of the consonant, but "omittable"

as unnecessary.

Vowels for these children showed more variability than consonants.

When children were forced to invent an orthography, they would spell the

unknown phone in the same way as a known phone. The phone that was

chosen to represent the "unnamed" phone would be phonetically similar.

For instance, the names of the vowels are A, E, I, 0, and U. These

grapheme notations will suffice for <ak), Ke). Kºk). <ok).
(vi). In encountering such words as Keal), K■ ej, <19, Kºoc),
& ). and Kook). The children invented spellings by pairing the vowels
with no letter names with the phonetically similar ones that did have

Ilanne S :
<all-co), ©ed-bai), Kock-sa), <ook-ºu).

Kindergarten and First-Grade Orthographers. Paul (1976) studied the

children in her kindergarten class by designing an opportunity for the

children in this class to spell whenever they felt like it. Paul posed

four stages from the writing samples:

Stage I: LETTER FOR WORD/SYLLABLE – Writing the first letter or

phoneme of each word or syllable.

TB toy box

F Friday

Stage II: FINAL CONSONANTS AND SHORT WOWELS – Adding a final

phoneme; adding some long vowels (that say their name);
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omitting short vowels.

Stage III: WOWELS WERSUS CONSONANTS – Short vowels separated from

surrounding consonants.

Stage IV: ADOPTING STANDARD FORMS – Some sight vocabulary; using

digraphs such as sh, ch, th:

Beers and Henderson (1978) studied first graders as they were

learning to write. Their teachers used a language-experience approach to

first grade instruction, encouraging creative writing with the emphasis

on completeness and sincerity of expression, rather than spelling

accurately. Their reading program included small group practice on

letter-sound-discrimination of initial consonants, short vowels and then

long vowel phonograms. Phonology was not taught; only the 26 letters

were taught. Two-thirds of the class were writing by December and the

others by February and March. One week's writing samples were used with

no control of word frequency or vocabulary. Beers and Henderson's (1978)

stages are comparable to Paul (1976) and Read (1971). They are presented

below.

Stage I: Letter names correspond closely to pronunciation

Stage II; Letters are symbols for sounds; there is no one-to-one

correspondence

Stage III: Awareness of orthographic conventions.

Beers and Henderson concluded that children proceed through many of the

spelling sequences at different rates. Some children appeared to skip an

early stage and go right to an intermediate stage while other children

went slowly or rapidly through a stage at their own pace. What is

important to notice is that the sequence of steps appeared constant

regardless of the time of learning to spell. Beers and Henderson
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attempted to identify error types as well as the stages in the

development of orthography. They thought they would have to analyze many

spelling changes but found that only a small proportion of the possible

errors occurred regularly. They studied 1) long and short vowels; 2)

vocalic K.), 3) morphological markers King) and ed); and 4) consonants,

@, Kâ), ©, and tº). Table 6 lists and discusses the various

spelling of consonants and morphemes found by Beers and Henderson. The

vowel spellings and the vocalic Kr have been omitted since only the

consonants are considered in this paper.
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Table 6. Stages in Consonant Grapheme Acquisition According to Beers and

Henderson (1978).

I. CONSONANTS

A. Nasals

1. In monosyllabic words, nasal graphemes will be correct.

2. When <> Or Kº) is followed by a consonant, the nasal

is ommitted.

3. Intermittent use of © and () with appropriate

clusters.

4. Kº). and nº used for medial © and n) in

inappropriate contexts.

3. Çand Ó also used for Kº) and @.
6. (a) omitted in King) in multi-syllables -

<ingling —-tigliº),3 inger —-fige).
7. (6) in King) emerges about the same time as <n} blends.
8. Omission of K8) in King not as common as omission of

<i> in 3nS.
B. Plosives

1. Level I. <3> used for KX and <> between two vowels.

2. Level II. <t S used for Ktt).
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Table 6. continued

II. MORPHEMES

A. Past Tense

1. ed (pronounced /id/).

a. Level I - <>used for Ked).
b. Level II – <íd) Or «» Or Ka■ ) used for edX.

2. ed (pronounced /t/).

a. Level I - <t) for Kédx
b. Level II – <eº for Óed) or COrrect.

3. ed (pronounced /d/).

a. Level I - <> for {e}>.
b. Level II - occasionally correct.

B. Present Progressive

1. Level I - Ki■ , Or Keg) for Knºx
2. Level II - Ken), Kid), Kéng- for King). Ocasionally

COrrect.
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Read (1971, 1975a), Beers and Henderson (1978), and Paul (1976)

confirmed in different ways that children follow predictable sequences as

they are learning to spell. Clearly, however, these children had first

mastered enough language functions to be able to begin to represent their

knowledge graphemically. As Beers and Henderson commented,

the children have already internalized the syntactic rules that
control the surface structure of oral language and are beginning to
apply that knowledge to the surface structure of written
language--its orthographic representation.

Spelling Disorders

Language and speech disorders have traditionally been the

responsibility of the speech pathologist while reading and spelling

disorders were traditionally the responsibility of reading or learning

disability specialists. Now, not only is language viewed as the

precursor of other acquired skills such as reading and writing, it is

also viewed as intimately supporting and extending these skills as they

develop and are acquired. A disorder in language may not be limited to

the oral code only but may be present in the other coded forms of

language such as reading, writing, and spelling.

Differential Diagnosis in Learning Disabilities. Many writers in

the learning disabilities literature adopt a different diagnostic

approach. Prominent among these are Johnson and Myklebust (1968) who

present a theoretical model which differentiates assets and liabilities

according to auditory, visual, and tactile modalities in learning

disabilities. Neurologically based problems in adults were often cited

in support of their model. Problems with academic learning were also

accounted for on the basis of intra- and inter-modality transfer. For

instance, requisites of reading and strategies for learning to read are
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discussed in great detail, hypothecating how the brain functions when the

input for reading is visual and must be matched with auditory tasks and

then motor tasks for oral reading. Most of the discussion centered on

how individual words are to be approached and learned. Discussions about

how words are strung together to form phrases and sentences, even in

reading, seemed to be relegated to a cyclical or repetitious linking task

as if words somehow represent previously learned oral language skills.

For Johnson and Myklebust (1968), spelling seemed to be a reversal

of the reading task. "The child who cannot read cannot write. He may be

able to copy, but he cannot use written symbols for purposeful

communication. Output cannot precede input. Until he learns to

interpret the written form, he cannot use it expressively." In this

view, the child is not viewed as particularly creative because she/he is

uninterested in making her/his own written language before reading

someone else's language. This seems to be a rather odd approach to the

child language-learning questions. In the current view--the view

espoused in this paper--the young child produces her/his own language

almost simultaneously with learning the language of her/his environment.

But in the Johnson, Myklebust viewpoint, writing and spelling were

developmentally acquired or developed after reading has been established.

It is further interesting to realize that they considered the printed

word to be the input to the outputs of the oral language code. ". . .

writing is possible only after the ability to read has been achieved

. . . the majority [of the learning disabled children] can copy. Until a

child can interpret and remember words, he cannot use them for

spontaneous written expression" (Johnson & Myklebust, 1968). This view

is in sharp contrast to the linguistic and cognitive views of Ingram
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(1976) Piaget (1948), Shriberg and Kwiatowski (1980), Read (1975) and

Chomsky (1971), already disucssed.

Johnson and Myklebust's (1968) diagnostic viewpoint clearly

separates auditory and visual functions. This has counterparts in the

memory processes that subserve the processes in learning. "Dyslexic

children are seriously deficient in spelling because the written form

requires simultaneous ability to revisualize and to reauditorize letters.

Hence, if either of these is deficient, it will result in reading and

spelling disorders" (Johnson and Myklebust, 1968). Their discussion

stopped at this point as a static description, only in terms of memory.

Johnson and Myklebust's view of adult level accomplishment seemed to

represent compiled, interconnected memory. The task for the child is to

accumulate memories, then interconnect them and make these interconnected

memories available for production. Johnson and Myklebust (1968) state,

Spelling requires more auditory and visual discrimination, memory,
sequentialization, analysis and synthesis, and integration
simultaneously than perhaps any other skill. Thus it is obvious
that the majority of children with learning disabilities have
deficits in spelling. Problems in reading, in discrimination, or in
memory usually are reflected in spelling. For this reason, the
remediation of spelling begins with isolation of the basic deficit.
As reading improves, as revisualization improves, spelling improves.

Johnson and Myklebust (1968) have said nothing about what the child

knows about her/his native language. They projected the idea that

learning the names of the letters of the alphabet has nothing to do with

learning to read, write or spell. For them, learning to read, write and

spell is a task of constantly reorganizing and reshuffling and deleting

or gathering together certain letters of the alphabet and associating the

alphabetic configuration with a visual image, and that is how reading

(and hence spelling) happens. Read (1971) and C. Chomsky (1971) on the

other hand postulated that, after children learn the names of the letters
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of the alphabet, they tacitly categorize the sounds they know by these

names and use the names of the letters to spell and read.

As far as reading and spelling are concerned, words are perceived as

being phonetic and non-phonetic according to Johnson and Myklebust

(1968). Those that are phonetic have a fairly consistent

"auditory-visual" correspondence. Other words must be part of a slight

vocabulary because "there are no consistent spelling rules" for them

(Johnson and Myklebust, 1968); these authors postulate an auditory and

visual correspondence, but they do not discuss or relate these factors to

properties of the spoken or written language.

Johnson and Myklebust (1968) described children who may have serious

problems in written language but whose articulation and spoken language

show no disorders or difficulties. They commented that these children

may have had a history of speech and language problems early in life, but

that it is possible that no speech and language problems be present with

the learning disabilities. In contrast are Ingram's (1976) and Shriberg

and Kwiatowski's (1980) concepts of an underlying linguistic code as

descriptive and explanatory for previous current and future linguistic

performances. Johnson and Mykelbust implied that the oral language

difficulties may be transitory. The present research assumes the

underlying phonological code determines the output regardless of the mode

of the output and that speaking and spelling are both determined by the

underlying phonological code. Differences in speech and spelling may

occur because of the constraints of the system, but the underlying code

is shared.

Spelling and Language Disorders. Cromer (1980) studied the spelling

of children with language disorders. He compared the spontaneous written
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productions of four groups of language disordered children—-receptive

aphasic, deaf, expressive aphasic, speech disordered——with those of

normal children, investigating the processes used by these children in

dealing with the language-related task. The subjects viewed a two-minute

puppet show designed to elicit a general story and a few specific

morphological features.

Cromer was attempting to test the hypothesis that the receptive

aphasic subjects have a language problem due to processes more basic than

a purely auditory deficit. Although the deaf obviously have an auditory

deficit, they are capable of developing a phonological code.

"Phonological, in this sense, is a linguistic term and not based on

acoustic properties alone. That is, the possession of a phonological

code implies the ability to make linguistically relevant categorical

judgments based on sound-related differences in whatever manner or

modality these are perceived" (Cromer, 1980).

Cromer's results were not applicable to the present study because

one of his main categories of analysis, phono-graphical errors, contains

misspellings which are appropriately analyzed as optional spellings or

doubling errors. For instance, baak was used for back. There are two

errors here, one vowel and one consonant. The consonant error is a

legitimate optional spelling which was used in the wrong word context:

ck->k . Caim was used for came; Ka■ is an optional spelling of

long a ■ el. Gett for get is an example of an arbitrary spelling

convention which was erroneously doubled.

In the category of visual errors, Cromer (1980) included eeg/egg as

an example of a visual error. Other visual errors were nok/know;

now/down; thses/there; wife/wire. It is not clear how some of these
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differ from the words put in the category of letter transpositions:

atfer/after, crat/cart.

The meaning of the visual error category is also unclear because

some errors are more appropriately labeled as optional spellings in

either the consonant or vowel system. Cromer's (1980) statement

concerning visual or phono-graphical errors was also in error because at

1east 10 percent of his phono-graphically similar words were optional

spellings which is a grapheme (or visual) option for spelling:

<h : tel), K. : C : ck).
Another study investigated misspellings by children with language

disorders using a linguistic analysis. Avakian-Whitaker and Whitaker

(1973) analyzed the spelling errors of children with language disorders

and postulated three levels of spelling behavior: 1) letter level;

2) syllable level; and 3) word level. The subdivisions are presented in

Table 7.

Table 7. Three General Levels of Spelling Behavior.
(source: Avakian-Whitaker and Whitaker, 1973)

I. Letter Level II. Syllable Level III. Word Level

1. metha theses 1. syllable structure 1. sequence
2. deletions 2. syllable position constraints on
3. substitutions grapheme
4. additions 2. dialect spelling
5. reversals 3. syntactic-semantic
6. letter-sound sp. matching
7. phoneme-grapheme 4. jargon response

correspondence
a) admissible
b) inadmissible

The Avakian-Whitaker and Whitaker (1973) study is closer to the

research reported here. The category to be investigated in depth in the

present research is the phoneme category of errors that corresponds to
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items one, two, three, and six of Level I, and items one and two of Level

II illustrated in Table 7. These are considered to be changes from the

underlying phonological code and described and explained best by the

techniques used for analyzing the phonological code. Avakian-Whitaker

and Whitaker proposed three categories for analysis and gave exmaples

from the spelling test data. Level implies that one skill is more

fundamental than another whereas environment specifies the conditions

under which a given skill is or is not used. After a more detailed

investigation of the phenomena, levels and/or stages may be an

appropriate method of description, but too little is known at the

present. The environment in which changes occur may lead to stage

proposals.

The organizational plan proposed by Avakian-Whitaker and Whitaker

was an attempt to combine a diagnosis with a description of skills in

academic achievements. Currently, most researchers and clinicians are

seldom concerned with diagnosis but prefer to describe behavior in its

full context to attempt to explain the involved processes.
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CHAPTER III

METHODS

Subjects

Thirty children with learning disabilities were selected as subjects

for the study. All attended a private school for children with learning

disabilities. Their ages ranged from ten years, five months to fifteen

years, two months. To be eligible to attend the school, normal

intelligence (as measured by an individually administered, standardized

test administered by a licensed psychologist) was required. The learning

disability was evidenced by at least a two-year discrepancy between grade

placement, age, and achievement. All subjects were from families

speaking Standard English and had no other extended exposure to other

languages.

Table 8 shows the scaled scores earned by each subject on the Wide

Range Achievement Test, age on the date of administration, and grade

equivalent scores. The researcher reviewed all cases of the subjects in

this study. Those students who had experienced a speech delay or

disorder are also noted in Table 8. A speech and language evaluation was

administered to those seven students with histories of speech and

language problems. At the time of the evaluation, no apparent

articulation disorders were present, although one student had a speech

pattern which was slower, more deliberate, but essentially within normal

limits. No gross spoken syntactical or semantic problems were evidenced

in evaluating the seven students.
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Table 8. Academic Achievement - Speech/language Problems, Teach Ratings.

Subj. Wide Range Achievement Tests History of
# Grd Age Reading Spelling Math Speech/Language

SS1% GE2* SS1
* GE2k SS1 k GE2k Problems

3 7 12–7 106 7.8 78 4.5 82 5.0
4 6 11-8 117 7. 1 97 5.9 82 4.5
5 6 12–0 1 15 8.6 76 3.9 78 3.. 6
6 7 12–8 99 7. 1 78 4.5 93 6.2 X
7 7 12-5 114 8.4 91 5. 7 76 3.9
8 8 13-4 100 7.3 96 6.7 100 7.6
9 8 14-5 96 7. 3 81 5.4 75 4.6
10 8 14–4 84 5.9 69 3.3 86 6.2
11 8 13–9 90 6.2 77 4.1 100 7.8
12 6 12–6 80 4.8 68 3.3 82 5.0
13 8 13–8 79 4.8 72 3.3 66 3.0
14 8 14-9 124 10.3 96 7.2 87 5.9
15 7 13–7 76 4.5 72 3.3 84 5.6
16 9 15–2 75 5.0 70 3.3 74 3.9 X
17 8 14-9 117 10. 2 100 8.1 100 8.1
18 6 12–7 88 5. 7 65 3.0 77 4.3
19 8 13-1 81 5.0 72 3.0 73 3.9 X
20 8 13-8 77 4.7 68 2. 7 73 3.9 X
21 8 14-3 74 4.7 71 3.6 66 3.3 X
22 5 11–3 68 2.3 77 3.3 67 2.9
23 4 11-1 94 5. 1 79 3.5 72 3.3
25 5 10-11 102 5.9 95 4.8 104 5.3 X
26 4 10-5 90 3.9 91 4.1 86 3.5
28 6 12–8 64 2.5 68 2.8 76 3.9 X
29 5 11–3 92 4.7 89 4.5 87 4.5
30 4 11-0 77 3. 1 83 3.9 75 3.5
31 5 11–0 1 14 7.4 99 5.9 87 4.5 X
32 7 13–3 95 6.6 75 3.6 70 3.. 6
33 7 13-0 72 3.9 70 2.7 68 3.3 X
34 6 12-11 82 5.0 68 3.3 77 4.3

ºk 1 Standard Score 2 Grade Equivalent

Procedures

Two approaches were used to accrue data for the study. The first

utilized spontaneously written paragraphs. The second utilized a

dictated spelling test.

Paragraphs. Paragraphs and essays written for regular classroom

activities were used for the primary analysis. The minimum corpus was

200 words. In one instance, spontaneous sentences which had been written

for spelling and vocabulary development were included to fulfill the
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200-word requirement. Table 9 lists the subjects, total number of words

in the corpus, total number of misspelled words and number of consonant

errorS.

All misspellings were listed for each subject. A modified version

of Shriberg and Kwiatowski's (1980) format for the analysis of

phonological processes in children's speech was used to analyze

non-standard spellings. Since a process approach has not previously been

applied to describing spelling changes, all the possible changes were

included. For the purposes of this study only errors in consonant

representations were considered. Each consonant error was analyzed;

therefore, if more than one consonant misspelling recurred in the same

word each misspelling was analyzed separately.

The second stage of the analysis involved listing the consonant

misspellings on an individual coding sheet. Each consonant sound was

listed separately. All consonants of one category were listed together.

For example, all errors involving the targets /p, b, t, d, and k, g/ were

listed separately on one page; all fricative errors were listed on

another page: /f, v, s, z, 9,’; , ■ . 3, ■
2

d5 /; nasals: /m, n, 0/;
liquids: /1, r/ glides /h, w, hw, y/. Thus, the first analysis

categories were plosives, fricatives, nasals, glides and liquids.

Figure 1 is an example of the coding sheet.

Misspellings were also coded according to syllable type (the

underlined consonant indicates the target sound in the syllable): 1) CW;

2) VC; 3) CVC; 4) CVC; 5) c"v(c); and 6) (c)wc". c" refers to a blend;

(C) refers to an optional consonant in the syllable configuration.

Figure l illustrates the coding sheet for plosives, analyzed by syllable

type.
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Figure 1. Coding Sheet Example.

º

■ º

| º

;
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On the coding sheets, phonological processes were noted next to the

misspelling. The complete list is found in Table 2. Each misspelling

was categorized according to the complete changes listed in Ingram's

(1976) analysis (as reported by Shriberg and Kwiatowski (1980). Examples

are listed in Table 10 for the phoneme changes. Table 11 lists the other

categories of changes. As noted earlier, some words showed more than one

phoneme change; if there was more than one change in one spelling

realization, the word would be re-listed to account for all changes.

A second category was developed to include nasal changes because an

unusually large number of m and n changes were in the corpus. This

category was divided into m/n (m realized as n) and n/m (n realized as

m).

If a spelling could not be categorized as a phoneme change, the next

level of choice was to determine whether or not the consonant was

represented by an acceptable option for that consonant (i.e., an option

used to represent that phoneme when that option was included as an

acceptable and common phoneme-grapheme correspondence as listed in Hanna

et al (1966)). This error was classified as an optional spelling.

As these optional spelling decisions were being made, it became

apparent that there were many changes related to doubling options.

Therefore, after the optional spellings were determined, all the doubling

changes were tallied separately forming another category.
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Table 9. Frequency of Nonstandard Spellings in Paragraphs and Dictated

Spelling Test.

PARAGRAPHS SPELLING TEST

Subj. Words Total Unduplcta. Unduplcta. Words Unduplctd.
# in Corpus Misspell. Misspell. Consonant Consonant

Misspell. Misspell.

3 211 29 29 16 48 37
4 217 14 14 8 48 18
5 3.18 37 34 17 48 11
6 205 27 25 14 48 16
7 235 12 8 2 48 3
8 583 33 32 19 48 5
9 293 30 25 10 48 4
10 325 74 63 24 48 18
11 222 40 35 8 48 12
12 339 69 61 35 48 20
13 250 62 50 17 48 14
14 227 21 15 10 48 l
15 305 33 32 20 48 21
16 227 80 53 29 48 26
17 343 24 22 7 48 3
18 276 48 40 18 48 17
19 292 89 80 46 48 17
20 308 97 81 30 48 22
21 230 22 19 6 48 13
22 208 49 42 25 48 42
23 210 56 48 22 48 28
25 239 34 32 26 48 18
26 231 23 20 10 48 35
28 326 105 70 44 48 50
29 207 16 16 10 48 11
30 245 49 48 22 48 34
31 290 21 14 7 48 13
32 219 50 49 20 48 18
33 275 100 94 44 48 36
34 228 42 34 15 48 20

Morpheme changes were also separated from the phoneme and optional

spelling categories to form another category. Morpheme changes include

morpheme reduction and morpheme omission. These include noun plurality,

verb agreement and all other prefixes and suffixes used to indicate a

functional change (ous, ment, etc.).

In child phonology, some research indicates that different parts of

speech may show different patterns of surface realizations. To
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investigate this phenomena, all words in the total corpus were analyzed

into their respective parts of speech and tallied. Nonstandard spellings

within each word were then noted and tallied for the statistical

analysis.

Since all phoneme changes were originally listed on a coding sheet

by syllable type, information was available for statistical analysis on

type of syllable-error. All non-standard spellings were also classified

according to accented or unaccented syllable for error type. Information

was also available on the number of syllables in the words showing

phoneme changes and for the total number of syllables per word for the

entire corpus.

Vowel environment information was collected for all phoneme changes.

Regardless of syllable or consonant configuration type (CV, CVC, etc.),

the vowel environment was specified for all nonstandard phonemes which

showed a phoneme change.

Spelling Test. A spelling test was devised to test the hypothesis

that spelling spontaneously in written paragraphs yields different kinds

of errors than spelling from dictation. The list of words to be dictated

were first taken from the student's own writings and analyzed according

to phoneme and syllable type. Since all phonemes were not used in all

syllable types, the list was expanded until examples for most phonemes

were available in most syllable types. From this very large spelling

list, 48 words were chosen for the dictated spelling test. Table A in

the Appendix list all the words by phoneme type and syllable. Whenever a

word could be used for more than one sampling or probe, it was put into

its appropriate category so that the number of words to be analyzed could

be reduced.
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Types of changes in the dictated spelling test were also analyzed

according to category of change (phoneme changes, optional spelling

changes, doubling changes, morpheme changes, and m/n changes). The

spelling test changes would then be compared to the spontaneous spelling

changes to determine whether or not the changes were the same in the

statistical analysis.

Statistical Analysis

Two types of statistical analysis were used. General descriptive

statistics were used for t tests and for the Kruskal-Wallis Test

(Chi-Square Approximation). The independent variable was the age groups

or the group as a whole. The dependent variables were the rates of

consonant changes in the categories of nonstandard spellings, phoneme

type changes, and syllable types. The second statistical method used was

a general linear model of a one-way analysis of variance. The

independent variables were: 1) the age groups (youngest, oldest and the

middle ages) or 2) group as a whole. The dependent variables were the

difference in the rates of the different kinds of nonstandard spellings.

When age groups are discussed, the youngest children are in Group

One, the oldest in Group Two, and the middle children in Group Three.
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Table 10. Examples of Spelling Changes Categorized by Phoneme-Type
Changes.
syllable.)

Target

no ven ber
mo wing

brand
went

se conds
At lan tic

dis gusting
found

civilized
re li gious

fo ssils
go vern ment

in di ans
tho mas

well
were

nose

size
buildings

Realization

/ no ve ber

/ me ing
/ band

/ wen

/ se cons

/ Ad lan tic

/ dis cus ting
/ fount

/ ci vi lised

/ re u gis
/ fossios

/ go men
/ in ans

/ fomis

/ whell

/ where

/ vose

/ sive

/ bil dens

(Underlining shows the target in the correct

Process

final consonant deletion

initial consonant deletion

initial cluster reduction

final cluster reduction

voicing

devoicing

liquid simplification

weak syllable ommission

manner

gliding

fronting

ng simplification
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Table ll. Examples of Spelling Changes; Other Categories of Changes.

Target Realization Category of Nonstandard Spelling

calm / com
break / burck

bro ken / bro cken
know / no Optional Spelling

lodge / loge
silk / cilk

machine / ma shin

Kennedy / Ken e dy
pre tty / pre tie

pizza / pi zia Double Reduction

guess / ges

tails / talls
definitely / de ffi ni tiy

water / wa tter
lot / lott Doubling

poisonous / poi se ness
hunted / hun tted

thinking / thine
jumped / jump Morpheme Omission

pilgrims / pil grim

happened / ha ppend
scared / scard Morpheme Reduction

cemetary / ce na tar y
homes / hones m / n

most / nost

Indians / Im di anes

neat / meat m / n
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

Categories of Nonstandard Spellings

As outlined in the description of methods, the first stage in the

analysis used five categories of nonstandard spellings (misspellings):

phoneme-type errors, 2) optional spellings, 3) doubling changes,

4) morpheme changes and 5) M/N changes. All nonstandard spellings could

be categorized accordingly. There were 583 nonstandard consonant

spellings in the total corpus of 7782 words. All changes within these

categories are presented in Tables 12, 13, 14, and 15. The tables are

organized by phoneme type: plosives, fricatives, liquids, glides,

nasals. All changes within the phoneme category are presented according

to processes. These processes are discussed in a later section, they

include deletion, voicing, devoicing, backing, fronting, final cluster

reduction, initial cluster reduction, weak syllable reduction, and manner

changes.
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Table 12. Changes by Categories: Plosives.

Grapheme Grapheme
Realization Freq . Process Realization Freq . Process

/p/ p—º-0 l deletion /b/ b->% l deletion
p—º-b 2 voicing b->p 0 devoicing

pl—a bl 1 voicing b—ºd 4 backing
p—a pp 1 doubling b—P-0 4 weak syll. red.*

pp->p 3 dbl. reduction* b—-0 (b+) 1 ops*
bb-º-b 5 dbl. reduction

/t/ t—-0 20 deletion /d/ d-º■ ) 10 deletion
t-º-d 6 voicing d—ºt 5 devoicing
t-ºdd l voicing d->s 1 manner

t—-g 1 backing d—ºb 7 fronting
Th–ºf l fronting dd-ºd 4 dbl. reduction
Ct-ºt l final cluster ed-->d 13 morpheme red.

reduction

tt—ºt 11 dbl. reduction ed—3-0 11 morpheme del.
tº->tt 5 doubling d—-0 l morpheme del.

tt—-d l dbl. reduction/ d—ºt 2 morpheme
voicing devoicing

ed—-0 8 morpheme del. *
ed—-t l morpheme red.
t—-l 1 2 uncrossed tº -

handwriting

/k/ c—º-0 7 deletion /g/ g->% 2 deletion
k—-0 3 deletion g->C 1 devoicing
k—º-c 6 ops g—-d 1 fronting
c—-k 7 ops g—-f l fronting/

manner

k->ck 7 ops gh—-g 2 ops
ck—º-k 6 ops gu-º-gw 1 ops
ck—-c 2 ops gu-g 2 ops
k—-ch 1 ops 3–283 l doubling

ch—º-c 3 ops 33-3-3 6 dbl. reduction
ch—-ck l ops
ck—-ch l ops

q—º-c ops
qu—3-k l ops
Qu–PCW 1 ops
Qu –Pau 1 handwriting
ch—-cl l handwriting

* ops = optional spelling red. = reduction
dbl. = double del. = deletion
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Table 13. Changes by Categories: Fricatives

Grapheme Grapheme
Realization Freq . Process Realization Freq . Process

/f/ ff—a-0 2 deletion /v/ v->0 7 deletion
fº-º-V 2 voicing v->f 2 devoicing
f->b 1 fronting v–Plf 1 devoicing

(mnr, v)
fl—º-pl 1 fronting (mnr) f-wºv l ops
ph—º-f 2 ops
gh—-f 1 ops
lf—-f 1 ops
ff—-g l ops
ff—º-f 3 dbl. reduction
f->ff 2 doubling

/9/ th—-t l manner /*/ thr-ºt 4 manner
devoicing

th—a ch 1 backing

/s/ s—º-0 2 deletion /z / s—º-0 l deletion
tS—º-Z l voicing S->z l voicing
SC—5-S 1 ops z-PS 2 devoicing
S-º- C 2 ops 2-º-V l fronting

Ce-PS 2 ops S-->eS l ops
c—º-sh l ops es—-0 3 plural deletion

St-º' S l ops s—-0 33 plural deletion
eS--> S 6 morpheme red.

Se-yº S l ops es—-iz l morpheme
voicing

SS-P-S 6 dbl. reduction S—º-SS 1 doubling
S-> SS 2 doubling
s—-0 9 morpheme del.

(ous) s—- 0 1 morpheme del.
(ous) s—P ss l morpheme

doubling
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Table 13. cont'd.

A■ sh—º-0 1 deletion /5 / noneti—º-th 1 fronting
ch—º-sh 2 ops
sh->s 3 ops
ss—Psh 3 ops
ch—º-c l ops
SS-> S 1 ops
sh—º-ch 1 ops
ti-º-s l ops
ci—-ech 1 ops
sh—Psd l other
ci—-0h 1 other

(aspiration)

/ff/ ch—ºrth 2 fronting /5/ dg->g ops
toh—º-ch 4 ops g ops
ch—ºtch 2 ops
ch—º-c 3 ops
tu—º-ch l ops
ch—-st 1 other

teh-y-ck 1 other
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Table 14. Changes by Categories: Nasals.

Grapheme Grapheme
Realization Freq . Process Realization Freq . Process

/m/ m—- Ø 7 deletion /n/ n—º-0 27 deletion
m—eb 1 manner In-PV l fronting/manner
IT-P In 9 m/n change Il->In 18 m/n change

mb—-m 2 ops I?—Pen l ops
lm—-m 1 ops kn—ºn 3 ops
mm–ºm 4 dbl. reduction In Il-º-In 4 dbl. reduction

In->r 2 handwriting
n—-0 3 morpheme del

/) / ng-> 0 2 morpheme del.
ng—ºn 6 fronting
In 8–5-8 2 backing

Table 15. Changes by Categories: Liquids.

Grapheme Grapheme
Realization Freq . Process Realization Freq . Process

/r/ r—-0 2 deletion /1/ k—-Ø 2 deletion
w 2 manner le—-0 l deletion

br—º-b l cluster red. al->0 1 deletion
p13–2-p 1 cluster red. pl—-p 2 cluster red.
trº->t l cluster red. blº->b 3 cluster red.
Cr-> C l cluster red. cl—-c 1 cluster red.
gr—º-g 1 cluster red. gl—-g 1 cluster red.
frº->f 2 cluster red. fl->f 1 cluster red.
pr—- pl l cluster 1p–-p 1 cluster red.

substitution
1->d 1 manner

le-d 1 manner

Wr-> r 2 ops le—-y l gliding
Tr—ºr 3 dbl. reduction |->o l liquid simpl.
r—-rr l doubling al-O 1 liquid simpl.

li->u l liquid simpl.
gly-go l liquid simpl.
le-l l ops
ll-el 3 ops
11—ººl 13 dbl. reduction
l—-ll 6 doubling
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Table 16. Changes by Categories: Glides.

Grapheme Grapheme
Realization Freq . Process Realization Freq . Process

/h/ h—-0 l deletion /w/ w—-0 l deletion
wh—º-h 6 ops W->wh 4 gliding

h—-b 1 handwriting w—ºu 2 ops
W->uu 1 ops

/hw/ wh—-w 11 simpli- /y/ y—ºu l handwriting (?)
fication

When the categories of nonstandard spellings were ranked for all

subjects, phoneme changes were the most prevalent type. Table 17

presents the ranks of all the categories.

Table 17. Mean Ranks of Categories of Nonstandard Spellings.
1 = 10west; 5 = highest.

Rank of

Rank Variable Means. SD

5 Phoneme Changes 4.40 1.04

4 Doubling Changes 2.98 1.04

3 Morpheme Changes 2.85 1.29

2 Optional Spelling Changes 2.57 1. 14

1 M/N Changes 2. 12 1. 16

Table 18 shows the results of ranking each subject's nonstandard

spellings in the phoneme-type category. Plosives accounted for the

largest number of nonstandard realizations.
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Table 18. Rates of Phoneme-type Change in Paragraphs.
(1 = lowest; 6 = highest)

Type of
Rank Phoneme Change Mean SD

6 Plosives 4.63 1.40
5 M/N Changes 3. 98 1.56
4 Nasals 3.48 1.45
3 Fricatives 3.30 1.20
2 Liquids 3.25 1.54
1 Glides 2.35 1. 18

Table 19 shows the frequency of nonstandard spellings in relation to

consonant frequency of occurence in the phoneme-type category. When

nonstandard realizations were compared to frequency of occurence, m/n and

n/m changes accounted for most of the changes followed by liquids,

nasals, plosives, fricatives and glides in descending order. This

somewhat alters the findings in Table 18.

Table 19. Ranks of Phoneme-Type Changes in Relationship to
Frequency of Occurence in Nonstandard Spellings.
(1 = lowest; 6 = highest)

Type of
Rank Phoneme Change

6 n/m changes .62
5 Liquids . 40
4 Nasals . 32
3 Plosives . 30
2 Fricatives . 15
1 Glides . 12
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Analysis of Nonstandard Spelling by Environment.

Syllables. Each syllable in which a nonstandard spelling occured

was analyze to determine the place of nonstandard spellings. The

syllables were CV, V.C., CVC, CVC, cºy (c), and (c) VC". The type of

syllable in which the nonstandard spelling occured was not significant.

(prob > chi sq .03-.77).

Vowel Environment. Each syllable that contained a nonstandard

spelling was used for all phoneme changes. The vowel environment was

determined from the target. The rank of the nonstandard spellings was

short vowels, 177; long vowels, 99; and dipthongs, 28. The short vowel

environment was associated with 58% of the nonstandard realizations, long

vowels with 33% and dipthongs with 9%.

All the words in the paragraphs were parsed into parts of speech.

Next, all errors were tabulated for the entire corpus including consonant

and vowel errors. These results are shown in Table 20, section A and B.

Section C of the table presents the nonstandard spellings of consonants

by parts of speech for all categories (phoneme changes, doubling changes,

morpheme changes, optional spellings and m/n changes). Section D presents

the nonstandard consonant realizations for the phoneme type of change

only.
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Table 20. Parts of Speech
A: Total in Corpus
C: Nonstandard Spellings

in all Categories

A: Total in Corpus

Frequency
Nouns 2170
Verbs 970
Pronouns 840
Determiners 818
Prepositions 688
Adjectives 513
Conjunctions 495
Copula 303
Adverb 302
Auxiliary 263
Infinitive 16.1
Th—Words 107
Gerund 50
Negative 39
Other 63

77.82

28
13
11
11

Percent

.005

.003

C: Rank of Nonstandard Spellings
in All Categories

Noun 325
Verb 130
Adjective 62
Adverb 24
Pronoun 17

Auxiliary 10
Preposition 7
Negative 5
Conjunction 3
Determiner 3

56
22
11

4
3
2
l

.008

.005

.005

Rank of Nonstandard Spellings
Nonstandard Spellings in
Phoneme Changes

Rank of Nonstandard Spellings

Rank Frequency
Nouns 669
Gerunds 14
Adjectives 127
Infinitives 35
Verbs 184
Adverbs 53
Negatives 7
Th—Words 17
Pronouns 95
Auxiliary 28
Other 6
Copula 20
Conjunction 26
Preposition 31
Determiner 18

1330

31
28
25
22
20
18
18
16
11
11
10

7
5
5
2

Percent

Rank of Nonstandard Spellings
in Phoneme Changes

Noun 169
Werb 46
Adjective 34
Pronoun 13
Adverb 12

Negatives 5
Preposition 3
Auxiliary 2
Conjunction l
Determiner l

58
16
12

5
4
2
l

.007

.0003

.0003

In the paragraphs, nouns accounted for 28% of the entire corpus. Of

the 2170 nouns in the corpus, 28% had nonstandard realizations. When only

the nonstandard (consonant) phoneme realizations were evaluated, 58% of

the nonstandard consonant realizations were nouns. If pronouns were

recombined in the noun category, nouns and pronouns occured in 39% of the
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total corpus. In the phoneme category of nonstandard spellings, 63% of

the nonstandard realizations occurred in the noun/pronoun group.

Verbs occurred in 13% of the paragraph corpus. When verbs were

ranked with the other nonstandard realizations in the entire corpus,

verbs ranked fifth in frequency, accounting for 20% of all the

consonant/vowel errors. When only the nonstandard consonant realizations

were ranked, verbs ranked second accounting for 16% of the phoneme-type

errors. If the nonstandard auxiliary realizations were combined with the

major verb category, the percentage became 16.007 of the nonstandard

realizations in the phoneme-types.

Nouns, pronouns, verbs, and auxiliary nonstandard consonant

realizations account for 80% of the consonant phoneme error. Adjectives

contribute 12% to the nonstandard consonant realizations and adverbs

contribute 4%. The other low frequency parts of speech constitute the

remaining four percent.

Effects of Age

As described earlier, the subjects in this present study were

divided into three age groups: youngest, oldest, and middle age-groups.

These age classifications are used in the following discussion.

All subjects used more nonstandard spellings in the spelling list

than when writing paragraphs (p <.05)
The subjects who used the highest number of nonstandard spellings in

the paragraph were not the same subjects who used a high number of

nonstandard spellings on the spelling test. The product-moment

coefficient of correlation was negative (r = 0)
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When nonstandard spellings were used in paragraph, the youngest

group was not different from the middle group, nor was the middle group

different from the oldest group. But, the oldest group was significantly

different from the youngest group (p< .05). The oldest subjects used

fewer nonstandard spellings than the youngest group.

No differences were found in any group's use of nonstandard

spellings in the phoneme-type realizations. The type of realization

remained the same as shown in Table 18. Which means that more plosives

were misspelled than any other type of phoneme change.

Within each phoneme-type, no difference were found in the group's

use of the phoneme-types. The Kruskal-Wallis Chi square test was used

which gave these results: fricatives > 0.27, glides > 0.85, liquids,

> 0.05, M/N, X 0.63, Nasals, > .95 and plosives, > .73.

As was expected, the oldest subjects produced more syllables than

the youngest subject. The mean syllables per group were oldest 19.30,

middle 16.80 and youngest 10.40.

When errors were made, the number of syllables per nonstandard

spellings per word was not significant when age groups were compared.

(prob) chi sq = 0.14). The "difference of the differences" among the age

groups was not significant (prob chi sq = 0.61).

Comparison of Nonstandard Spellings on Spontaneous Paragraphs Versus

Spelling Test.

More errors occurred in the spelling test than in the paragraphs for

all subjects, as shown in Table 21. The negative number in Table 21

indicates the difference between the paragraph condition and the dictated
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spelling condition, that is, a negative number indicates more errors on

the spelling test.

Table 21. Comparison of Categories of Nonstandard Spellings:
Paragraphs and Spelling Test: (Rates with Respect
to Number of Misspelled Words).

VARIABLE: Paragraph-Test N Mean SD T P

Optional Spelling Rates 29 .04 .06 3.50 .0016
Doubling Changes Rates 30 - . 12 . 13 –5. 10 .0001
Morpheme Changes Rates 30 -.04 .09 -2.64 .01.31
Phoneme Changes Rates 30 - . 10 . 18 –3. 14 .0039
M/N Changes - Rates 30 .05 .08 3. 50 .0015
Consonant Error Rate

Difference: Paragraph
Test 30 —. 18 . 28 –3.57 . 0013

Each subject's categories of nonstandard spellings were ranked, five

being the most frequent and one being the least frequent. The procedure

was applied to both paragraphs and the spelling tests. The phoneme-type

nonstandard spelling received the highest rank in both the paragraph and

the spelling test. And the ranks were the same for both conditions. The

mean ranks are presented in Table 22.

Table 22. Ranks of Categories of Nonstandard Spellings
in Paragraphs on the Spelling Test.

Paragraphs Spelling Test
Rank Category Mean Rank Category Mean

5 Phoneme-type 4.40 5 Phoneme-type 4. 55
4 Doubling 2.98 4 Doubling 3.81
3 Morpheme 2.85 3 Morpheme 3. 33
2 Optional Spelling 2.56 2 Optional Spelling 1.80
l M/N Changes 2. ll 1 M/N Changes 1.50
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In the youngest group, the difference between paragraph writing and

spelling test showed there were more errors in the spelling test

(paragraph errors - spelling test errors) which was significant at the

p <.0001 level for both conditions. The same results were found for the

oldest and the middle groups.

A Spearman Correlation of Coefficients was calculated for each of

the groups to determine if there was a relation between the errors made

in the two conditions (paragraph and spelling test). There was no

discernible relation (r = oy between the students who made a high number

of errors on the paragraph and the number of errors on the spelling test.

This was true for each of the three groups and for all of the subjects.

Similarity of Nonstandard Spellings of Subjects to Nonstandard Spellings

of Normal Children

As summarized earlier in the literature review, Read's (1975) study

of Children's Categorization of Speech Sounds. In English demonstrated the

patterns of nonstandard spellings in thirty children from about three

years of age to a little over six years of age. Paul (1976) and Beers and

Henderson (1978) studied the stages of kindergarteners and first graders.

These studies will now be compared to the subjects in this study who had

learning disabilities and were having difficulties learning to spell.

Table 23 shows changes for the plosives, /p/ and /b/ as well as

frequency or occurrence. The date in this research are not directly

comparable to Read's (1975) data on children's categorization of speech

sounds because he counted all the phonemes that were used in the

nonstandard spellings. For instance, in the word bubble, the (b) grapheme

has two realizations: KbX and <bb>. In this study, one of the
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nonstandard spellings for bubble was Kbubei). Read would have tallied

b->b one time and bb->b one time. In his scheme, there is no way to

indicate that bb->b is an error. With these reservations in mind,

Read's data on plosives are presented in Table 23 as an illustration of

the possible similarities and differences in the Read study and this

study. All of the data in my study are derived from the errors which

comprised the nonstandard spellings and only errors were counted; if the

word contained a standard spelling, the standard spelling was not

counted.

Table 23. Read's Data: Examples of the Spelling of Phone Types.

Phoneme [p] Phoneme [b]

Spelling Fred: PCT Spelling Freq. PCT

p 340 93.2 b 276 94.5
(omit) 8 2.2 MP 2 0.7

B 5 1.4 omit 2 0.7
PP 4 1.1 p 1 0.3
PE 6 1.6 bd 1 0.3

T 1 0.3 d 7 2.4
MP l 0.3 br l 0.3

bb 2 0.7

To reiterate the differences in these studies, Read used a computer

program to tabulate all the phonemes that were used in a nonstandard

spelling. He did not analyze any word if the word was spelled correctly.

The target word was identified and then segmented to assign a graphemic

representation to the phonemes in the intended word. He did not use any

word that was spelled correctly. In his tables, the reader will find that

a phoneme had a graphemic representation that was correct, for instance,

/b/->{b} 96.2% of the time. This means that within the word that had a

nonstandard spelling, some sounds were standardly or correctly realized;
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if this were not so, the words would have been jargon and, hence,

unreadable. Read comments that many of the alternate realizations

occurred very infrequently, but he tabulated them and presented them to

indicate trends.

In the Read data, a second way of investigating the phenonemena was

to increase the population age limits to include first and second

graders. The phoneme [b] was realized as <bX correctly, for all groups

94.5 percent of the time. The only other realization above one percent

was (d) at 2.4 percent. For the phoneme [k] for all groups it was

realized as Kº 44.3 percent of the time and as Kº) 40.3 percent of the

time, and as Kcº 6.1 percent of the time. This seems to mean that the

preschool orthographer used the standard consonant grapheme

representations of the phoneme in most instances. One of the aspects of

the nonstandard spellings in children with learning disabilities may be

maintenance of the strategies that younger children employ when

attempting to spell. Read's data are suggestive of the trends in the

young child's attempt to gain control of the graphemic representation of

her/his language.

Beers and Henderson (1978) and Paul (1976) suggest the next stages

in graphemic representation. Their data (see Tables 6 and 19) do not

include all consonants and vowels. The Beers and Henderson data and the

Paul data were derived from children in kindergarten and first grade.

Grapheme Comparison with Read Data

In the following section each grapheme will be discussed

individually. In that discussion, a grapheme is noted <"grapheme"> and

phoneme is noted as /"phoneme"/.
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< p >
In Read's study, omission was the most common process. The other

nonstandard realizations were Kb = 5, pp = 4, pe = 6, t = 1 and mp = 12.

In this study there was one omission and three other occurrences:

<p—ºb = 2 and p->bl = 12. These three occurences could probably be

collapsed into p->b = 3 . There were more nonstandard realizations in

the younger children's spellings but the only nonstandard spellings used

by the students with learning disabilities were found in the younger

children's spellings realizations. Note in the Read data there was an

instance doubling which is unmarked as to correct/incorrect. The

realization would have been categorized differently in this study.

KbX

Omission was not the most common process for Kb in Read's data.

<b->d was the most common process. The other nonstandard realization were

< b->mb = 2, b->p = 1, b->bc = 1, b->0 = 2, b->br = 1, b->bb = 12. In

this study the most common process was omission (five instances) followed

by b->d = 4 and b->p = 2 . All the processes which were found in the

current study were present in Read's study but with different

frequencies. There were fewer nonstandard realizations in the current

study than in Read's study.

<t X.

In both Read's study and this one, omission was the most common

process. The other realizations were Kte = 33, d = 19, tt = 10, ch = 7,

et = 2, ed = 4.2 and with one realization for all of the following:

Kn, r, h, it, ti, m, c, tu, ted). The following realizations were found

in my study: Kd = 7, g = 1, f = 1X. A frequently occurring nonstandard

spelling in both studies was t—ºd but there were no realizations of
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<g and f> in Read's study even though there were many more nonstandard

realizations in the Read study than in the present study.

<d X

In the Read's study, d-ºt was the most frequently occurring

realization for any sound at 102 occurences. This realization also

occurred in the present study but it was not the most frequent; omission

was the most frequent process in this study. The other realizations in

Read's study were 36t = 17, de = 19, dd = 4, j = 5, ed = 5, n = 2, b = 2×

and one for all the others: Kw, g, da , id, dt, ld). In this study the

most frequent realization was Kd->b
E

7X followed by Kd-ºt = 5X, and

Kd-> s = 1 ×. The Çs realization was not found in the Read study.

< k >
Since Read did not mark correct and incorrect realizations there is

no way to asses frequency of non-standard realizations. The only process

found in the present study was omission which occurred 10 times. These

realizations of c, k, and ck are common alternations in English

orthography. At any rate, there were 15 additional realizations in

Read's data.

Kg2.

There were only three nonstandard realizations in Read's date after

the correct realization and omission: <w, x, gg). None of these occured

in the present study. The only nonstandard spellings in my study were

Ká = 1, c = 1, f = 1.x. Note that gg is a doubling option which may or may

not be correct.

<f>

In Read's data, the most common realizations after omission, Kf2. and

Kff} Were <ph = 4, tth = 1, fra 1, and fa = 1X. There were two

omissions and one each realizations of <p) andó’ in this study; K bX was
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the only realization which was not found in Read's study.

<vX
The realizations found in Read's study were Kve = 6, f = 2, w = 1,

fo

<f
<th (voiceless)

1, ff = 1X. The only realization after omission in my study was

3>. There were more nonstandard realizations in the Read study.

There were three nonstandard realizations for the voiceless th in

Read's data: <f = 10, f = 2 and h = 12. In the Mizell study, <t and chX

were the only two realizations each occurring once. Read's data showed

only one realization which also appeared in this study.

<th) (voiced)

There were three nonstandard realizations in the Read study other

than omission for the voiced th: <t = 2, d = 2 and v = 12. There was

only one nonstandard realization in my study «t = 4×.

Ks.>
As has been mentioned previously, there is no means of determining

whether a realization in Read's study was correct or whether there was a

morpheme realization. Therefore, all the realization will be listed:

Ks

X = 1, sh = 1, sc. = 1, su = 1, o = 1, ce = 1, cc = 3, sl = 3, sse = 1).

614, c = 19, se = 27, ss = 13, omit = 13, es = 5, E = 1, M = 1,

In the present study, <s->o = 2 and s->sh = 1X. Both processes found

in the current study were found in Read's study although the pattern of

more nonstandard spelling in the younger children was maintained.

<zX
The realizations for <zX in Read's study were Ks = 239, z = 11,

omit = 5, se = 21, es = 7, c = 4, ss = 3X and one each for the remainder:

Kis, X > ZS 2 SeS > Z CS, Sus ESEX. In this study there was one omission and

<s = 3, v = 12; KvX was not found in Read's data.
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Ksh

Omission and <sh-º's
-

3× were the only processes in this data. The

processes in Read's data were 3h = 44, s 16, h = 4, ch = 4, ti = 3,

th = 3, he - 2> and one realization each for Óomit, sc, nd, hs, sht, tt,

sch). The pattern of more realizations in the younger child's spellings

was upheld.

<3e)
There were no nonstandard realizations for this grapheme.

KjX

There were no nonstandard realizations for /63/ in this study.

Kéb)
There was only one nonstandard realization for ■ t■ / in this

study <5->th
-

2>. In Read's study these realizations were found:

Kh = 45, c = 7, tch = 7, sh = 5, omit = 2, t = 2) with one realization

for Khe, es, thc, ge, cha, ttg).
<n}.

The realizations for KnS in Read's data are <m = 360, omit = 13,

mm = 13, n = 7, me = 9× and one each for 3, mb, ma, mn, mº. In this

study, a = 39, omit = 7 and b = 12. Although there were fewer

nonstandard realizations in this study, all occurred and the Km-en)
realization was the highest frequency realization in this study.

Ka).
In this study these realizations were found: <m = 18, omit = 7,

b = 1X. In Read's study, there were more realizations with these

frequencies: <n = 755, omit = 82, ne = 20, m = 7, nn = 4, nd = 3, d = 2,

dn = 1, t = 2X and one each for <en, na, gn, s , x, kn, nean, ene, nyx.
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The realization Kn->b> was not found in Read's data and there were more
nonstandard realizations in Read's data.

<ng)
There were two nonstandard realizations in this study: <n = 6, g -= º

Read's study yielded; KO = 67, n = 50, g = 35, omit = 35, gn = 3, de =

and one each for Kv, ne, lin, nin, ngeX.

<>
Omission was the most common process for 3× in this study with only

one instance of a substitution <r-1 = 1X. Read's realizations were

<r = 897, omit = 64, re = 25, rr = 4, er = 3, n = 3, t = 2, w = 2× and one

each for Ób, Wr, ru, rer, 9.
< 1X

There were 13 omissions in the current study, nine of which were

found in clusters. The other realizations in this study were Ky = 1,

d = 2, o = 3 and u = X. In Read's study these were found: Kl = 557,

omit = 34, 11 = 44, e = 11, al = 6, ol = 4, o = 3, la = 22 and one each

for (y, h, 11e, t, ler, ul,”.
Khw).

There was no category for this phoneme in Read's data.

Kh).

There was one omission of <h) in this study. In Read's study these

frequencies were found: Kh = 189, omit = 4, whº = 2>.

<yx

There were no nonstandard realization for this phoneme-grapheme in

this study.
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<w>
There were no nonstandard realizations for this phoneme-grapheme in

this study.

Table 24 lists some of the realizations found in Read's study and

this study. Since frequency and occurrences were different in both

studies, percentages were calculated for each realization in both sets of

data to determine if the ratios were high or low frequencies of

occurrence. If the percent fell between 0 and 33, the frequency was

labeled low (1), between 34 and 66, a labeled medium frequency of

occurrence (m) and between 67 and 100 is a high frequency of occurrence

(h). In this list, 26 phoneme-grapheme realizations were listed. Eight

(or 30%) of the realizations and did not match in frequency of

occurrences; 16 or 70% of the realizations matched in high, medium to low

frequency of occurrence. Seventy percent of the realization in both data

sets matched in frequency of occurrence. All realizations had low

frequency of occurrences except Kn->0> which had a medium frequency of

OCCurren Ce and <ºp-> t > which had a high frequency of occurrence. The

other mismatched frequency of occurrences were 3-d, d-t, g-> 0, 9->t,

r—-0X.



Table 24. Common Phoneme Realizations in the Mizell and Read Data.
Frequency/Occurrence of Nonstandard Spellings:

0 – 33 low; 34 – 66 medium; 67 – 100 high

Grapheme Label of
Change Process Mizell Data Read Data

p-0 deletion 1/9 . 11 1 3/25 . 12
p—º-b voicing 3/9 . 33 1 5/25 . 20
b—-p devoicing 3/17 . 18 1 1/16 .06
b->d backing 4/17 . 24 1 7/16 .44
b–º-0 weak syllred 4/17 .24 1 2/16 . 13
t—º-0 deletion 20/57 . 35 m × 41/125 .33
t—ºd voicing 6/57 . 11 l 19/125 . 15
d—-0 deletion 8/52 . 15 1 19/181 . 10
d—º-t devoicing 5/52 . 10 1 102/181 .56
k—-0 deletion 10/49 . 20 1 18/149 . 12
g—-0 deletion 2/17 . 12 1 3/7 .43

ff--0 deletion 2/16 . 13 1 1/17 .06
v-º■ ) deletion 7/11 .64 m ^ 3/14 .21
v–ºf devoicing 2/11 . 18 1 2/14 . 14
9—º-t manner 1/2 .50 m 10/14 . 71

>;-->t manner 4/4 1.0 h 21/26 ... 81
s—-0 deletion 2/32 .06 1 13/92 . 14

sh-0 deletion 1/17 .06 1 1/39 .03
ch—ºth fronting 2/14 . 14 1 Ø/29 .00

m—-0 deletion 6/53 . 11 1 13/47 . 28
In -->In m/n change 39/53 . 74 h k 7/47 . 15
n—º-0 deletion 30/60 .50 m 82/131 .63
In-º. In m/n change 18/60 .30 1 7/131 .05
r->0 deletion 2/18 . 11 1 64/111 .58
rº->W manner 2/18 . 11 1 2/111 .02

*Cr-> c cluster reduction 9 2
1-> 0 deletion 4/43 .09 1 34/122 .28

*C1->C cluster reduction 9 7

* Any consonant not the specific consonant.

l
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In this study there were 51 nonstandard spelling realizations.

Table 23 presents all the plosive realizations in Read's study and will

illustrate the problems inherent in trying to determine which

realizations were standard or nonstandard in Read's data. Throughout the

comparison between Read's study and this study, there were more

nonstandard realizations in Read's study. Of the 51 realizations in this

study, 12 were not found in the Read data: < t →g, t—ºf, d->s, g->d,

g—ºc, g—ºf, f-->b, th—xch, z—w, n->b, r—ººl, 1->d . Seventy six percent

were found in the Read study.

The totals for two phoneme categories in Read's data are presented

in Table 23. When the phoneme categories were summed, a simple ranking

was possible using frequency. Plosives had the most nonstandard

realizations, followed by nasals, fricatives, liquids and glides. Table

25 presents the ranking of phoneme changes for each subject in this

study. The rank of both studies are the same; the students with learning

disabilities used the same nonstandard realizations as Read's

preschoolers and first graders.

Table 25. Summary of the Frequencies of Non-Standard Realizations
A: Read's Data. All Ages (Preschoolers and First Graders).

Plosives Nasals Fricatives Liquids Glides

p 25 m 47 f 17 r 111 h 111
b 16 n 131 v 14 1 122 w 25

t 125 n 130 S 92 233 X 42
d 181 308 z 47 178
g 7 9 14
k 149 2, 26

503 J. 39
1.#2;

di 13
293
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B: Rates of Phoneme Changes in Subjects with
Learning Disabilities
(1 = lowest; 6 = highest)

Type of
Rank Phoneme Change Mean SD

6 Plosives 4.63 1.40
5 M/N Changes 3. 98 1.56
4 Nasals 3.48 1.45
3 Fricatives 3. 30 1.20
2 Liquids 3.25 1.54
1 Glides 2.35 1. 18

Comparison with Beers and Henderson Data

Beers' and Henderson's (1978) study of first graders learning to

spell found nasal graphemes correct in monosyllabic words. In the

spelling data these errors in monosyllabic words were found:

for m:

men—ºnen, move-nove, them-->then, man—ºnan, most->nost, farm->farn,

time-tine, some-sone, steam-stean, mud-nud, homes—º-hones.

for n:

nose—ºvose, men-º-mem, and—-amd, bones--boms, no-emo, new->mew,

in-eim, neat-º-meet, not-º-mot, mines—-mimes.

In this instance, the subjects with learning disabilities in the present

study were not like Beers' and Henderson's subjects. The subjects in

this study were having more difficulties with nasals.

Beers and Henderson (1978) found that a nasal followed by a

consonant was often omitted, the same deletions were found in this study:

for m:

apartment->a per nts, November->Noveber, September-º-Septurber.
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and for n:

mongooses->mogous, Francisco->Fracico, dangerous->dargis,

dangerous->da ges, mongoose-a-mo gus, jungles-jugles, turns->turs,

directions—-dresus, french->fist, went->wit, month-muth, stunk-steek,

entrance-entres, mongooses—-moggoses, penguin->begwinds, sounds—sods.

It is not possible to determine the number of correct realizations

for nasal sounds in the present study because correct realizations were

not tallied. Even so, nasals constituted a large portion of the

nonstandard realizations in the present study.

Doubling changes were also found in this study: common->comen,

humming->homing, mammals->mamils, coming—ºcumming, cannons->canons,

Kennedy--Kenedy, running—-runing, Connecticut->conietcut and conietcut.

Beers and Henderson also found this error pattern.

For Kng), the patterns discussed by Beers and Henderson were found

in Washington->Washinton , finding,->finden, something->somethin,

thing--thin, living in it->livinit, buildings--buildens . The pattern is

less clear because the nonstandard realizations of ng came at the end

of the word rather than in the middle as Beers and Henderson found. The

verbs finding and living are also not as clearly supportive of Beers and

Henderson's results because ng is often reduced to n in present

verbs.

In my data, there were two instances of ■ ng) realizations going to

Kg2: <sprung-sprug and long->log). Beers and Henderson labeled these as

less frequently occurring options.

When two vowels surround a Ktº, Beers and Henderson (1978) found Kd2
a likely realization. This occurred in the grapheme data in

bottom-ºbodum, mosquito-emosquedoe, water—ºwoder, water->wodder,
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watering-wadering, All of these examples involve flapped t which

commonly sounds like /d/. There was one other instance of 3-3 in

«■ ll right-Pall rede>. To me, this looks like a colloquial semantic

realization of "all right;" / > 1 rai'di/ which is common, colloquial

interpretation of "all right," especially in the language addressed to

young children. There were two other realizations of t—- d which were

not bounded by vowels: < to->do and Atlantic->Adlantiš). One is syllable

initial and one is syllable final, but the environment of Atlantic

probably influences the voiced realization.

Beers and Henderson (1978) also found < t t > t > in the spelling of

first graders. This also occurred in the present study in

Kbattles->batels, cotton—ºcoton, little->litle, butter->buter,

hotter->hoter, better->beter, pretty-ºppretie, letter->leter,

putting-º-puting). In hotter and putting the added morphemes require

marking the vowel as short and must, therefore, double the consonants.

In better, the morpheme is an inherent part of the good-better-best

irregular adjective declinsion and, therefore, requires no doubling rule.

The double t is part of the word. It is not bet plus er (as in hot plus

er) but better.

Similarity of Nonstandard Spellings to Children's Speech

When changes representing optional spelling, doubling, morpheme and

m/n alternations were removed from the corpus, the remaining changes were

scrutinized for characteristics suggesting an underlying phonological

basis for the nonstandard spellings. Nonstandard realizations commonly

found as children acquire spoken phonology will be compared to the

nonstandard spelling realizations. The sources of the spoken language
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data are Snow's (1963) study of 438 children who named pictures in a

typical articulation test, and Smith's (1973) longitudinal study of one

child over a two-year period. These two corpora are radically different

in their approaches to studying child phonology. Snow asked 438 children

at various "median" ages at the end of the first grade to label pictures.

Their responses were then analyzed to determine the kinds of errors that

were committed. Smith's study, in the other hand, studied one child's

spontaneous verbalizations with no constraints upon the topic, context,

or manner of elicitation. Smith's study, then, included all the

variations of any one lexical item that were heard.

Snow (1963) studied the speech productions of 438 children at the

end of their first grade year to determine the types of articulation

errors in response to a picture articulation test. She chose the age

group because, although they had still not completed the

phonetic/phonemic inventory, they were not so young as to be in a period

of rapid change. In contrast to other investigators who presented means,

scores or indices for children's correct productions, Snow presented both

correct and incorrect realizations. Several qualifications must be

considered in relating her data to the written language data in the

present study. Snow's data were based upon elicited, picturable, spoken

nouns which were 75% monosyllabic. The subjects represented a group of

children from schools in central Indiana representing a range of economic

and social backgrounds who were tested at the end of the first grade

year. The subjects showed no physical impairment such as cerebral palsy,

cleft palate or hearing loss.

The subjects in my study were older (CA. 10.5 to 14.5) and had

diagnosed learning disabilities. My data were derived from spontaneously
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written paragraphs. The analysis included only those words that were

misspelled. Furthermore, the present study analyzed spontaneous written

language production. Faircloth and Faircloth (1970) and others have

shown that the patterns of spoken phonological change are different when

the data are derived from elicited, naming tests rather than from

spontaneously spoken samples. The spontaneous sample is presumed to

reflect the underlying phonology more accurately because it gives

examples of all classes of words in their natural syntactical, semantic

environment.

Snow's work measures only one phase of a stage which is probably

close to the end of Stage IV, The Completion of the Phonetic Inventory

(Ingram 1976). The median age of Snow's subjects was seven years, two

months with a range of six years, five months to eight years, seven

months. This two-year age span probably includes some children who are

advanced for their age and some who are immature for their age. Snow's

analysis must therefore be considered a broad summary of the end of a

stage.

Smith's study presented the entire corpus covering all utterances

during a two year period. This child was in Stage III in Ingram's

analysis, i.e., The Phonology of the Single Morpheme.

The subjects in my study are older than the Snow and Smith subjects.

Their performance on a standardized spelling test gave a mean standard

score of 79.7 with a SD of 11.11. The grade equivalents ranged from 2.7

to 8.1 (second grade, seventh month to eight grade, first month) with a

mode of 3.6. Therefore, the spelling performances of the experimental

group placed them in Stage V (Morphophonemic Development) or Stage VI

(Spelling). Nevertheless, it is reasonable to assume that the
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experimental group might still manifest some of the characteristics of

the earlier stage and vice versa.

Tables 26 through 30 will be used in the following discussion of the

similarities in children's nonstandard speech realizations and the

nonstandard grapheme realizations.

Table 26. Plosive Changes Found in Snow's Speech Data (1963)
and the Spelling Data.

Snow Spelling Snow Spelling

P-5. = 2 p → ■ 0 = 1 b -> || 0 = 8 b — ■ º = 5
t = 1 o = 4 p = 2
k = 1 v = 4

b = 2 d = 4
b1 = 1

t—- ■ () = 21 t-> /ø = 2 d-- (■ ) = 6 d -> ■ º = 10
k = 25 t = 4 t = 5
p = 1 g = 1
d = 1 d = 7 m = 1

t = 1 n = 1

~ g = 1 s = 1
Th f = 1 b = 7

k—P/ 0 = c\ – 0 = 10 3 -> E =

t = 34 ..)
E = 1

-
= =

: :
ty

* 0 = omission

24 g –2 /Ø = 2
56 d
5 C l
l
l

f = 1
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Table 27. Fricative Changes Found in Snow's Speech Data (1963)
and in the Spelling Data

Snow Spelling Snow Spelling

f-> |(} = 18 ff—º I W = V—º = 1.7 v —- (Q) = 7
V = 16 b = 222
s = 9 f = 61 f = 3
p = 6 p = d = 11
6 = 4 w = 10
t = 4 1 = 3
d = 3 X) = 2

t ■ = 2 g = 1
b = 1 b = t = 1

j = 1 k = 1
n = 1
j = 1
z = 1

9- ■ º = 39 = 66■ : =410 *— (; ; ;,
t = 160 0-> t = d = 134

s 82 t■ - 9 = 65k = 4 z = 15
t ■ = 2 f = 11(3 : : n = 6

S = 2 s = 2 *-( -p = 2
+5 = 1
d = 1

\ts - 1

s—-P = 5 s—- ■ º = z—- ■ º = 8 z—, ■ º = 1
9 = 55 s = 162 s = 3

■ - 32 ■ - 2 = 77
tºs = 32 3 = 44

t = 7 d = 26
h = 6 d? = 5

k = 55 § -
d = 4 r = 3
f = 1 ts = 2

dz = 1 9 = 2

* : k = 1l t (" = 1

§ - \; - 1g = 1\; - i
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Table 27. Fricative Changes, cont'd.

J–- Ø = 5 H.
= 1 5- z = 165 none

s = 231 s = 4 d2 = 80

t; = 54 d = 16
ts = 16 J = 12

k = 8 s = 5
t = 7 ts = 1

j = 2 27 = 1

9 = 1 ty - 2

t Ø = 5 d Ø = 13 In One

ts = 1.87 5’■ .. . .
■ ' - 31 tº - 54
s = 28 d = 12
k = 8 z = 11
t = 4 = 9
9 = 2 § - .
1 = 1 § -dz = 1 t th = 2 = 3j-{ ■ ' - 3

y - 1
s = 1
V = 1
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Table 28. Glide Changes Found in Snow's Speech Data (1963)
and the Spelling Data

Snow Spelling Snow Spelling

->{. = 17 n- { = 1 y-º. = 23 none1 = 12
w = 6

d = 73 - ;
g = 1

dz = 1
h = 1

w—5 (r = 2 In One hw—º/w = 499 hw-> w = 11
m = 2 1 = 3
n = 2

Table 29. Liquid Changes Found in Snow's Speech Data (1963)
and the Spelling Data

Snow Spelling Snow Spelling

r—- ■ º = 174 r —- || 0 = 2 1—- ■ º = 32 1-> /) = 4
w = 98 Ø = 7 * w = 32 Ø = 9
1 = 2 Ø = 1 y = 10 y = 1
y = 1 d = 7 d = 2

b = 1
V = 1
r = 1

O = 3
u = 1

* Clusters
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Table 30. Nasality Changes Found in Snow's Speech Data (1963)
and the Spelling Data

Snow Spelling Snow Spelling

m — J% = 5 m —- || 0 = 7 in One n — ■ () = 7
n = 2 b = 1 b = 1

n = 39 m = 18

ng -ºj 0 = 4
n = 190 ng —- Jn = 6

g = 2

/p/ and KPX
In children's speech /p/ is not frequently misarticulated (Daniloff,

et al 1980; Van Riper and Irwin, 1958). In Snow's data, there were only

four errors in 26.27 spoken responses to the picture articulation test.

All the errors occurred in the word final position in / cup/ and /pipe/.

In the spelling data KbX was the only nonstandard realization, occurring

three times, in the initial position, and was the only realization other

than deletion.

/b/ and <b.

Children do not commonly have much difficulty with /b/ in their

speech; there were only sixteen errors in all of Snow's subjects which

accounted for .006 percent of the data. In the spelling data, there were

more errors proportionately, but they were different from Snow's speech

data. Final devoicing of consonants is a common process and occurred in

the final position in the first syllable: < subject-º'supjatº'; the other

instance was K big->pig) which is a fairly unusual pattern of error

occurring in the initial position. One subject made three of the four

errors in b->d: < robber-prodber, robin-erodin, cabin—ºcadinx. Another

subject gave this error, Kprobably->perodly). Customarily b changing to

d is considered to be a reversal by educational specialists and is a
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fairly common error pattern in young children learning to read and spell

or in children who have learning disabilities. It is interesting to note

that p and b difficulties are not common in the learning patterns of

young children; yet, this could just as readily occur if the difficulty

was mainly in the visual channel; the line of both letters is on the left

in manuscript writing, but one line goes above the line and the other

goes below. In the cursive notation, p and # are not usually as similar

as the manuscript versions, yet the difficulty persists. Perhaps this

difficulty experienced by children with learning disabilities is an

instance of the interaction between the learning of the visual notation

system and the underlying phonology because the <d) realization involves

only one change to the middle articulatory position in the plosive

system, maintaining voicing.

/t/ and K.)
Templin (1957) found that /t/ was one of the sounds that normal

children had difficulty with because it was among the ten most frequently

misarticulated sounds. In the Snow data, /t/ was misarticulated more

times than omitted, but all the errors accounted for only three percent

of all the realizations. In Snow's study, all the errors accounted for

only one percent of the errors, makking 99 percent of the realizations

correct. In the spelling data, the most common nonstandard realization

was t—ºd . This is not a common speech production pattern, but when

adults were attempting to recall nonsense syllables, a «d) realization

for Kt) was common, receiving a rank of 5 in the most frequently

occurring patterns. But / t-d/ had a very low frequency of occurrance in

the speech data. The most common nonstandard realization in the speech

data for children was /k/ which is an instance of backing; it is possible
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that the /g/ is such a backing in the spelling data, but there was only

one instance of this in the entire data (one error in the 30 spelling

errors or 3%). The th—º-f occurred in Thomas ; this could be an

instance of the student attempting to mark the aspiration that follows

the /t/ in Thomas. In the speech data /p, d, and t■ / fall far below one

percent of the realizations and are probably random errors, at least for

normal subjects, but they illustrate patterns of errors. Three percent

in the spelling data may be random also.

/d/ and 3×
There were very few errors for /d/ in the speech data (.004 percent)

with devoicing and backing being the most common errors. Ladder, bed,

and red were the stimuli in which /d->t/ occurred. Dog, door, and window

were the stimuli for the /d-y-g/ realization. Templin (1957) found that

75 percent of the children developing normally would be able to say /d/

correctly by four years of age which places /d/ as a sound "mastered" in

the middle period of the speech learning process.

In the spelling data, KbX was the most common nonstandard

realization: <day->bay; do—º-bo; made-º-mabe; food-foob; dog->bog;

speed-speeb». All were made by one subject. This type of error is

typically labeled a reversal in the educational literature. This did not

occur in the children's speech data. It was also in the less frequently

chosen options employed by the adults in the recall data; the /d->b/

realization option received a rank of 11, meaning that there were ten

more common errors in a field of 22 possible choices. The next most

frequent error was <d-t): <aturday-satutay, found—º-fount,

instead of 5-and steta, need-->net, seconds—-seconts). Heffner (1960)

discussed /d—Pt/ as a common speech realization. In satutay , the Kt).
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realization could be an assimilation (right to left). The instance of

Kand steta} is not as suggestive of assimilation to the silence at the end

of the word because of the semantic confusion. But, Kfount and net) are
examples of possible assimilation to the silence by devoicing (Ingram,

1976; Shriberg and Kwiatowski, 1982).

/k/ and Kk}

The only error in the spelling data was omission. Omission occurred

in the speech data but /k->t/ was much more prevalent but accounted for

only one percent of the options. Children who are developing speech

normally do not have much difficulty with /k/ but, when they do, /k->t/

is a common strategy. This /k-º'-t/ pattern occurred in all the stimuli

used for the articulation test: /cat, key, pocket, cookies, book, and

cakºy. It is interesting to note the reversability of the /k->t/ and the

/t->k/ in the speech data, but there is no way to ascertain if this

reversible process was used by the same or different children.

/g/ and Kg)

In the speech data, the most common process was /g-->d/, and it

occurred on all the stimulus words: Agun, girl, finger, wagon, dog and

flag/; the distribution was about equal except for dog which has only

five instances of /g-ºd/; the others were 10, 11, 11, 9, and 10

respectively. This error pattern was the most frequently occurring

pattern in the adult data, receiving a rank of one. In the spelling data

g-º'd occurred one time out of a total of five nonstandard realizations.

One of the other realizations g—s c also occurred in the speech data

(5/2624 or less than one percent, .001)
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/f/ and Kf X

To test the phoneme /f/ in the picture articulation test, Snow used

the following words to satisfy position requirements: (initial) fork,

fish; (medial) elephant, telephone; (final) knife, leaf. There were 2628

responses from Snow's group. The alternative realizations are listed in

Table 27. The sixteen /w/ realizations occurred in the word final

position in leaf and accounted for one percent of the realizations in the

/f/ corpus (.006). The /f/ changes occurred in the medial and final

position in Snow's test words and accounted for .003 percent of the

variants. This realization was not found in the spelling data. Leaf,

elephant, and fork were the stimulus words for the /p/ replacement,

accounting for .002 percent of the variations reported by Snow.

There were more realizations in the speech data than in the spelling

data. Even when the percentage of the realizations were calculated, the

frequencies were very low. The most common error after deletion was a

voicing change; the next most frequent change was /s/ which is a two

point place change. The third most common change was /p/ which retains

place but shifts manner.

In the spelling data, there were only two changes found after

deletion: < flat->plate and after->abter).

/w/ and (v)

The stimuli in Snow's study for /v/ were valentine, vaccuum cleaner,

shovel, TV, glove and stove. The most common spoken realization was /b/

which occurred in all positions and accounted for eight percent of the

realizations: valentine, 86 /b/ realizations; vaccuum cleaner, 58

realizations; shovel, 30; TV, 16; glove, 19; stove, 13. Note that the

most common error position in a word was the initial position in a word.

The next most common substitution in the speech data was /f/ which
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accounted for two percent of the data and had these frequencies:

valentine, 5; shovel, 3; TV, 3; glove, 20; stove, 30. The final position

in the words was the most common error site. In the speech data, the two

sounds which account for ten percent of the errors maintain place of

articulation but show a manner change (fricative to plosive: v->b) and a

voicing change, /w->f/. One other change, /w/ accounted for ten errors

or 3/1000 percent of the errors also maintained place of production and

voicing but showed a manner change.

In the spelling data, there were seven deletions and three

alternative realizations: <have->half, have 3-haf ; and

themselves--themself}>. Heffner (1960) discusses /v->f / as a common

occurance in contextual speech. The example of themselves illustrates

the intimate relationship between morphonology and phonology. The

student clearly had the notion of plurality because she/he used the /s/

marker correctly but had not mastered the other marker or alternation of

/f:v/.

/s/ and Ks)

When optional spellings, morpheme changes and doubling changes were

removed from the spelling data, there were only three errors labeled

phoneme changes. Two of these changes involved deletions and only one,

reception-Preshepthuen involved a change resembling phoneme change. A

/// realization was the second most common realization in the children's

speech data but accounted for only one percent of the total changes in

the speech data. /9/ was the most common error in the speech data and

accounted for only two percent of the errors; it did not occur in the

spelling data. The third sound was /ts/ accounting for one percent of

the errors and did not occur in the spelling data either.
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/z/ and KzX
In the Snow children's speech data, /s/ was the most frequent

realization for /z/ accounting for six percent of the error realizations.

In the spelling data, 3-3 three times out of five errors; <2->vX One

time. The errors in the spelling data were Ksizes-> sises ;

civilized-ºcivilised; oozed–º oosd ; and size-sive). The /z-> s/

pattern in the speech data were as follows: zipper, 28 realizations of

/s/; zebra, 20; scissors, 16; razor, 17; eyes, 47; shoes, 34. Note that

the two stimuli used in the speech data for the final position

requirement involved morpheme changes and show the highest frequencies of

occurance of errors. Morphological changes were the most common error in

the spelling data and were tabulated in another category.

/9/ and Kth)

In the spelling data, there were only two nonstandard realizations:

Kthimble-> timble) and <teeth->teech). Both words were also found in

Snow's stimuli. In the speech data, /9–9t■ was the second most

frequently occurring error and occurred in six percent of the

realizations; ■ t■ / occurred in less than one percent of the instances
(.0008). The most frequently occurring speech realization /9->f / did not

occur in the spelling data.

/?/ and th

There were four nonstandard realizations for 3.h> in the spelling

data; all were {t}: <that-tate , they->tay , there->tere and

other->oter). There were no realizations of /t/ for /> / in the speech

data. Sapir (1949) notes that /d/ is a common realization for /3/ which

is both a manner and place change and is a common "vulgarization." The

/d/ realization occurred in five percent of the children's errors but did

not occur in the spelling data.
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/■ / and Ksh).
There were four nonstandard realizations in the spelling data.

<sh->s): KEnglish->Engels and Engles, squash—ºsques and

directions--dresuè). In the speech data, /■ –-s/ was the most common

substitution accounting for eight percent of the data in all the picture

stimuli (shoe, sheep, machine, fishing, brush, and fish).

/5 / and <ge)
There were no errors for <3e) in the spelling data. /5/ does not

frequently occur in English and when it does, it often alternates with

/45 / as in garage.

/5 / and Kj>

There were no nonstandard realizations of /45 / in the spelling
data. In the children's speech data, /dz/ is one of the last sounds that

75% of the children produce correctly (Templin 1957). The most common

occurance in Snow's speech data was /dz/, and it occurred most frequently

in all of the substitutions listed for the stimulus words: jump,

jack-in-the-box, orange juice, soldiers, and cage.

■ t■ / and Kch
There were two nonstandard realizations in the spelling data:

Kbranches->branthis) and Kmassachusets-massithoses). There were no /9/

realizations in the speech data, whereas /ts/ accounted for seven percent

of the speech data as the most frequently occurring.

/m/ and <m).
There were very few monstandard realizations for /m/ in the speech

data. In 2628 responses, there were five omissions (medial and final

positions) and two /n/ realizations for broom. In the spelling data

there were seven omissions. There were two realizations of ‘b’ for Km):
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animal-º-anub1 and missed-bist ; place of articulation was maintained

but the manner was changed.

In the spelling data, there were 39 realizations of m->n . There

were so many m->n realizations that these were placed in a separate

category for the statistical analysis because it would bias the

frequencies. Typical examples are men->nen , females—ºfenails ,

them--then , most-nost , farm-farn themselves->thenselves , etc.

/n/ and Kn■

There was one distortion noted in the speech sample of 2626

responses in Snow's children's data. There were no omissions or

substitutions in the children's speech data. In the spelling data, there

were seven omissions and one realization of n->b . The most frequent

change in the spelling data was n-m , occurring 18 times. A separate

statistical category was created for this realization, also, because its

occurance was so high and would have distorted the analysis. In the

assimilation or reduplications category in the spelling data which had 18

entries, there were four instances of n assimilations: Kspins-spihens ,

han dles--andn eles , English—P Eninglsh , scientists-> sinin tis).

/) / and ng

The stimulus words for /0/ in the speech data were pink, finger,

swing, and swimming. The seven omissions in the speech data occurred on

all the stimulus words except swing. The largest number of realizations

of /)-n/ occurred on swimming; there were 146 realizations. This is
probably the present progressive verb which would be given in response to

a picture of a child swimming. Swimming: she/he is swimming. This

response would have been categorized as a morpheme change in the spelling
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data. The ng->n changes in the spelling data were

&ashington--washin ton, something->somethin, finding—w-finden,

thing-º-thin, building-bilden). The ng->g realizations were

sprung-º-sprug, long->log .

/r/ and <>
The most common process in the children's speech data was omission

or /r/, accounting for seven percent of the realizations. These occurred

in the middle and end positions in the test words: fork, barrel, door

and car. Omission was also the most common process in the spelling data

accounting for nine of the ten nonstandard realizations. In the

children's speech data, the next most common process was /r-º-w/; this did

not occur in the spelling data. The only other occurance in the spelling

data was r-º-1 which occurred once in the spelling data and twice in the

speech data. There were 18 instances of changes in the spelling data

which resemble spoken assimilation changes; four of the eighteen involved

r: <dark->drark; governor->grover; cobra-croba; water->war te). All

were right-to-left assimilations or anticipatory changes.

/l/ and K12,

The most common process in the children's speech and spelling data

was omission. The next most frequent occurance in the children's speech

data was /l-º-w/ which did not occur in the spelling data. /1->j/ was the

second most frequently occurring substitution in the speech data but

occurred only once in the spelling data. /1->d/ was the third order

occurance in the speech data but second in the spelling data. In the

speech data, there were seven instances of distortion with no qualifying

or descriptive remarks. These distortions could be the diagnostician's

attempt to record a more vowel-like realization for /l/ is quite common,
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particularly in Hawaiian speakers speaking English. In the spelling

data, there were written vowel realizations for K12: religious->reugis,

minerals->minros; fossils—º-fossios, ugly->ugo . /w/ and /r/ only

occurred in the children's speech data, although/r/ only occurred once.

In the spelling assimilation category there were four instances of

K1X in the eighteen assimilations: skeletons->skelelitens, clay-º-claly,

helicopter=> hilelter, gold->glold).

/h/ and <h.”

In all the speech data there was only one nonstandard realization of

Kh). It was omitted in handles: (andneles».
/y/ and Ky)

There was one nonstandard realization of Ky): yucky->uuncky which

was considered a handwriting error.

/w/ and Kw).
There were no nonstandard realizations in the spelling data for KWX.

/wh/ and KwbX
There were sixteen changes for Kwh) and Kw) but, as Shriberg and

Kwiatowski (1980) note, the distinction between /hw/ and /w/ is being

eliminated in American English.

Similarity of Nonstandard Spellings to Adult Recall Data

The following discussion presents the similarity between the

spelling data from my study and Wickelgren's data. Tables 31-35 present

my data and Wickelgren's rankings.

Locke (1980) used the Snow data in conjunction with adult perceptual

confusion and error recall data to successfully predict misarticulations

in very young children. Locke used the babbling-speech continuity model
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which predicts that the children's repertoire provides the raw material

for vocables and first words. The model predicts when young children

substitute one sound for another, they will use their own high frequency

sounds to replace the less frequently occurring sounds. After the early

stages, children's perceptions probably determine their productions.

Locke used Wang and Bilger's (1973) data on the misperception of English

consonants and Carr's (1953) data on the frequency of consonants in

five-year-old untutored, unschooled deaf children's vocalizations to

predict substitutions in young children. Lock's model successfully

predicted 14 common substitions in CW and VC syllables within words found

in the studies of Snow (1963) and Olmstead (1971).

For the present study, following Locke's example, Wickelgren's

(1966) data with adults were used for comparing adult confusions with the

children's spoken and written nonstandard realizations.

Wickelgren studied the response patterns of adults when they were

asked to write their recall of groups of nine consonants presented

orally. Each of the 23 consonants used in Wickelgren's study were paired

with /ah/ to form 506 pairs of syllables to be recalled. To determine

what phoneme features were forgotten when errors were made, Wickelgren

paired each of the 23 consonants with another consonant to fit into slots

in a nine consonant set. He was attempting to eliminate the tendency to

forget the middle members of a set, so the subject was given cues in

slots. These cues were printed on the response sheet. The subjects then

tried to recall the entire list with cues. The actual target pairs were

randomly presented. For instance, p was paired with every other

consonant to form these syllables: pa-ba, pa-ta, pa-da, pa-ka, pa-ga,
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pa-fa, pa-va, pa-6 a, pa-?a, pa-sa, pa-za, pa-sha, pa-zha, pa-cha,

pa-ja, pa-ra, pa-la, pa-wa, pa-ha, pa-ya, pa-ma, pa-na.

A typical set might look like this: 1) pa- 2) ra— 3)ka- 4) ta- 5) tha

6)la- 7) zha- 8)na- 9)ha. Cues are underlined in this set and the target

pairs are in positions 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8. Only the errors were scored.

If a subject recalled all in a set correctly and had copied all correctly

as the speaker said them, both targets were scored correct. Only the

syllables which were incorrectly remembered and written were used in

Wickelgren's data. If pa had been recalled as ka in the typical set

described above, this was scored as p-k; k was the intrusion for p. A

probability of occurance was determined for each intrusion realization.

These probabilities were then ranked from 1 to 22.

For my study, realization from both the Snow data and from this

study were considered frequently if they ranked in the upper half (1-11)

and as less frequent if they ranked in the lower half (12–22). In the

Snow data 69% of the spoken, nonstandard realizations were found in the

most frequently occurring ranks of adult confusions. In this data 75% of

the written nonstandard realizations were found in the most frequently

occurring rank of adult confusions. These data are presented in Tables

31 - 35 and will be discussed by categories below.
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Table 31. Plosive Changes Found in Spelling Data with Ranks
from the Adult Recall-Error Matrices.

adult adult

Spelling rank Spelling rank

p->■ 0 = 1 k b ->/W = 5 *

p = 2 2
b = 2 2

b1 = 1 2 d = 4 2

t Ø = 21 * d - ■ º 10 *k
t = 5 5

d = 7 8

g = 1 7 s = 1 20
f = 1 15 b = 7 3

c-> 0 = 10 *k g --> = 2 *
k d = 1 l

d = 1 4
f = 1 22

* Deletion was not computed in Wickelgren's Error Matrices
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Table 32. Fricative Changes Found in the Spelling Data with Ranks sº
from the Adult Recall-Error Matrices. *

cº

adult adult *Y

Spelling rank Spelling rank }, {//,
*-

ff—w■ % = 1 k v — ■ () = 7 Ll E
V = 2 5 f = 3 l

p = 1 9 º,
b = 1 18 º

y

9->■ t = 1 22

ty = 1 5

6 -> {t = 4 6

s—-(? = 2 z -> ■ º = 1 *

S = 1 1 s = 3 2
z = 1 2 v = 1 l

*
'',

■ -> Ø = 1 * in One

s = 4 1 s
s

t V -> ºth = 1 5/6S { / In One c

wº

* Deletion was not computed in Wickelgren's Error Matrices. d/,
*—

L. D.

º,
*
s

Table 33. Glide Changes Found in the Spelling Data with Ranks sº |from the Adult Recall-Error Matrices.
-

A Tºjº
adult adult

Spelling rank Spelling rank Wol,

h—- 0 = 1 k y In One

W none hw -> w = 11 * * ■
%,

%

* Deletion was not computed in Wickelgren's Error Matrices.
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Table 34. Liquid Changes Found in the Spelling Data with Ranks
from the Adult Recall-Error

adult

Spelling rank

Iº-º- = 2 k

Ø = 7 (clusters)
1 = 1 10

wr r = 2

Matrices.

adult

Spelling rank

l—s [0 = 4
Ø = 9 (clusters)
y = 1 3
d = 2 12

o = 3
u = 1

* Deletion was not computed in Wickelgren's Error Matrices.

Table 35. Nasality Changes Found in the Spelling Data with Ranks
from the Adult Recall-Error

adult

Spelling rank

m—-■ } = 7 *

b = 1 21
n = 39 l

Matrices.

adult

Spelling rank

n — ■ º = 7
b = 1 11
m = 18 1

ng->■ h = 6
g = 2

* Deletion was not computed in Wickelgren's Error Matrices.
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KEX
In my study KbX was the only realization for KPX other than

omission. In Wickelgren's data p->b had the conditional probability of

occurance of 2.

<b-

Omission was the most common process in both the adult Read data and

my data. In the grapheme data, 4 b->p > which was used twice had a

conditional probability of occurance of two, the only change being

voicing. There were four instances of Kb->d > which was higher than the

two occurances of K b-> p; but the «b->d; had a conditional probability of

11. The other occurances more frequent than /d/ in the adult data were

/n, g, h, t, l, r, f, m, p■ . The only change in the b-> d was place.

Kt

Deletion was the most common process in my data and occured 21

times. After that, the next most frequent process was voicing, t->d

which was used seven times in the spelling data. In Wickelgren data,

/t->d/ and received a rank of 8 placing it in the more frequently

occurring options used by adults in the short term memory experiment.

Kt->g). only occured once in the spelling data but had a conditional

probability of occurance of 7. The use of Kf> for Ktb> is an unlikely

occurance in the Wickelgren data, receiving a rank of 15.

Kd)

Omission was also the most frequent process for Kd) in my spelling

data, occurring ten times. The next most frequent occurance was (b) with
a frequency of seven. In Wickelgren's analysis, the conditional

probability of /d->b/ was three. The next most frequent occurance in the

spelling data was Kd-t}> which was used five times and had the
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conditional probability of five. Place was the only feature change for

d—ºb in Wickelgren's analysis and voicing was the only feature change

for d-et . There was only one instance of d->s which had a conditional

probability of 20 in Wickelgren's analysis and one of the most infrequent

options chosen by the adults.

<k.X.

For Kºk), the only process in my spelling data was the deletion of

Kk). It was omitted ten times. In Wickelgren's data, /k/ was omitted 706
times in 1912 trials, accounting for 35% of the trials; it was correct in

46% of the trials.

<gX

The most frequent option chosen by adults in the short term memory

task for /g/ was /d/; (g->6) once in my spelling data. The only feature

change is place of articulation; Kg->c) one time in the spelling data and

had a conditional probability of four in Wickelgren's data. If the

phonetic representation of <cº were [k], is only one feature difference

in Wickelgren's system, i.e. voicing. There was also one occurance of

g—ºf which had a conditional probability of 22 and was an unlikely

option in the adult data; there are three feature differences in g and f:

voicing, openness (manner), and place.

Kf X
In the grapheme study there were only two realizations other than

deletion: <f ->}} . The Kp) realization for Kf2 was likely to occur in
9/22 instances, placing this realization in the more frequently occurring

options. On the other hand, a /b/ realization for /f/ was less likely to

occur, receiving a ranking of 18. The /p/ realization maintains three

features, place, voicing and nasality but changes only one feature,
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manner (openness). The /b/ realization maintained two features, nasality

and place and changed two features, manner (openness) and voicing.

<vX

In the adult error/recall data, Wickelgren found the replacements

for /f/ and /w/ to rank first and /b/ to rank ninth. Adults were more

likely to use /n, p, m, t, l, w, k and h■ for /w/ before using /b/. But

all these replacements were among the upper 11 of the possible 22

rankings as the most common substitutions made by adults.

<th (voiceless)

K9->ty was an infrequent option in the adult short term memory, recall

data. On the other hand, K+SX received a rank of 5 meaning that it was

among the more frequently occurring errors with five other replacements

being more frequent. The most frequent adult replacement

K9 – ?) did not occur in the spelling data.

<th) (voiced)

The only replacement for K?» was Kt; in the spelling data. In

Wickelgren's intrusion data it received a rank of six.

Ks)

The most frequently occurring replacement for /s/ was /■ / in the

adult recall data. The only error after omission of Ksx in the grapheme

data was Ksh). All the spelling other errors involved optional spellings,

and morpheme changes, none of which were possible in the adult recall

data.

<zX

There were two errors in the grapheme data for zig-É. The /s/
replacement in the adult data ranked second and /z/ ranked first.
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< zh),

There were no nonstandard spellings of /5/ in the grapheme data.

<shX

The only nonstandard spelling to occur for 3 sh; was Ksx. It was the

most likely choice for the adults.

<chX.

The only grapheme change was K ch-> th’. There was no way to determine

the voicing characteristic of the Kth realization. In either case, both

voiced and voiceless cognates of /th/ are frequently occurring options

for /t / in the adult short term memory, experiment: /9/ received a rank

of 5 and /h/ received a rank of 6.

Kj >

There were no alternative spellings for Kjx in the spelling data.

Krx

There were nine deletions for consonantal, Krx in the spelling

data. The only other realization was K12 which had a rank of 10 in

Wickelgren's study and only occurred once in the spelling data. The only

difference in /r/ and /l/ in Wickelgren's features is place of

articulation.

< 1X

There were 13 deletions of K12 in the grapheme data. The next most

frequently chosen options for 1 in the spelling data were vowels and

were not available in the Wickelgren study. There were two occurances of

<l-º'd? which were in the less frequently occurring options in Wickelgren

data, receiving a rank of 12. The nonstandard spelling & 1-y2 occurred

once but received a rank of three in Wickelgren's study. In Wickelgren's

feature system, /l/ and /y/ differ only in place of articulation whereas
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/l/ and /d/ differ by two degrees in openness of the vocal tract and by

one degree in place of articulation.

<n},
The frequent change for m in the spelling data was m—-in occuring

39 times. It was the most frequently occurring changes in the entire

corpus. In Wickelgren's data, it was also the most probable error. The

/m-ºb / realization received a Wickelgren ranking of three. The only

difference between /m/ and /n/ in Wickelgren's features is in one degree

place and the only difference between /m/ and /b/ is the feature

nasality.

<n}>
The change Kn-m2 was used 18 times in the spelling corpus and was

one of the most feduent changes. It, too, received a conditional

probability of one in Wickelgren's analysis. The spelling change n->b

was a less frequently occurring option in Wickelgren's analysis (rank 11)

and gave two feature changes in nasality and place.

Kh)

There was only one change for Kh) which was one deletion in the
entire spelling corpus.

Ky)

There were no changes for Ky) in the spelling data.

<w)

There were no changes for (w) in the spelling data.

Kwho
Wickelgren did not use /wh/ in his study.

) i■ /■ .
*-
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Comparison of Nonstandard Spellings to Spoken Phonological Changes

Children's Phonology. Shriberg and Kwiatowski's organization of

phonological processes in children's acquisition of phonology was

described earlier. One of hypothesis in my study was that the processes

used to describe articulatory acquisition could be used to describe

grapheme acquisition. Each of the phonological processes for articulation

will be described below in conjunction with the grapheme data. There are

three major phonological processes: 1) Syllable Structure Processes, 2)

Assimilation Processes and 3) Substitution Processes. Asterisks indicate

processes used by Shriberg and Kwiatowski (1980) in their Natural Process

Analysis.

1. Syllable Structure Processes

a) Reduplication: a syllable of a word is repeated. This process

usually occurs in the Phonology of the First Fifty Words but there is

variablity in the use of this process. Examples were found in the

spelling data: Kskeletons ->skeleitensX,3kull-> skullull),

city->ciddcidy).
b) Unstressed Syllable Deletion: the unstressed syllable of adult

words with [one or] more than one syllable is deleted. These were found

in the grapheme data: KInd ians ->Inans.» 2 <heavy →hey) y government->grover».2
«enemy-remoy), @nimal-rameal»,«ifferent-ºrdifint23%angerous->dages X,

<Africa—ºo fky»sºlinerals->minre);(bappi ly-Phaply»3%robab ly-probly> 3

<hamburger-hamdeºgottery->potly>.
c) *Final Consonant Deletion: final consonants, especially in CVC

syllables, are deleted. There were 43 final component deletions in the

grapheme data. Some were commonly found at the ends of words in such

words as thought though but also occured in multisyllable words such

as November->Noveber .
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d) *Cluster Reduction Processes: consonant clusters usually are

simplified by one member, usually the marked consonant. There were 36

instances of final cluster reduction and 25 instances of initial cluster

reductions. Examples of grapheme final cluster reduction are

(sometimes->sometime’, ‘Help->hip ,<lumps->laps), @rift->drif>,
<subject->supjat), @hosts 2goss>. Examples of initial cluster reduction

are Kflowers-> foawis), Kölood->bud), Kexplorer->expoer),

&iscovered-disove).
2. *"Assimilation Processes; sound changes in which a sound in a

word becomes similar to or is influenced by another sound in the word

(including the silence at the end of a word." Arrows will show the

direction of the change from the first of the word (the left end) to the

other end of the word (the right end).

a) *Contiguous: assimilation between consonants (Cºc).

1. Weakening of Stops. No examples were found in the grapheme

data.

2. Labral Assimilation. There were no examples in the grapheme

data.

3. Devoicing of Final Consonants.

The following examples were found in the grapheme data: <found-fount; 2

(Atlantic->Adlanti■ ', themselves->themselfs), instead of->and steta>. In

the grapheme data there were instances of devoicing but it occured in the

initial position in a syllable or as part of a final cluster:

<saturday->satutay), @ivilized-civilised), (debtors-depters >

<lisgusting →dicusting), Kbig->pig) and (sizes->sises).
b) "Contiguous Regressive Assimilation: cº-v A consonant is

determined by the vowels following it." Vowels were not examined in this

study.
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c). Contiguous Progressive Assimilation (c->v) and (v-ºc) A vowel is

affected by the preceding consonant and a consonant is affected by the

preceding vowel. Vowels were not examined in this study.

d) *Noncontiguous: Regressive Assimilation: consonants are affected

by following consonants. cº-c Examples from the grapheme data are

<dark->drarkX, Kgovernor->grover) .3miles->misles), <obra->crobe ,

<party->prarty», <strangle ºstragangl) 9
&ater->warter) ,<gold->glold),

<September→SepturberX.

e) *Noncontiguous Progressive Assimilation: Consonants are affected

by preceding consonants (clºc). Examples from the grapheme data are

&mosquito->mosqstoe), KŠpins->spinens», «Indies->Indands), clay-ºclaly),
Khandles->andneles),<English->Eninglsh) and Kºiggest-2 biggests”.

3) Substitution Processes: certain sounds replacing other sounds in

specific environment. Replacements are assumed to be simplifications

usually involving change of manner or place but not both.

a) Process affecting vowels: not investigated.

b) Processes affecting nasals.

Fronting of nasals: /0° n/. These examples were found in the

grapheme data: <Washington->Washinton) , (finding->finden),

<something->somethin), Kthing->thin).

c) Denasalization: Nasals are replaced by homorganic stops: m-ºb and

n->d. <animal-anubl), @issed-bist were found for m but none were found

for n .

d) Frication of Glides: glides are replaced by available fricatives:

/y->z/, /hw->v/, /w->v/, /n->s/. None of these were found in the grapheme

data.
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e) Velar Fronting: /k/ and /g/ are replaced by /t/ and /d/. There s
was one possible instance of Kg -> d > in the grapheme data: c

<hamburger->hamder?'. Sº
f) Stopping of Fricatives and Fricative and Affricates are replaced Li

by homorganic stops: Affricatives: /s->d/, /z—ºd/, /ts->d/, /f->w/, º,
/e ->d/, /z →d/, /9 ->t/, /z →r/. None of these processes were found in the y 2.

grapheme data.

g). Fronting of Palatals: palatals are replaced by alveolars: /■ -s/,
/5+ z/, /ty–- ts/, /d5-> dz/. The only palatal which was fronted was
/s/: squash sques, English Engels, and directions dresus . There were

no nonstandard realizations for /z/ and /d /. The only replacement for

/ty / was Kth’.

h) Liquid Simplification: In the early stages of speech acquisition

these are found: 1-ºrd and r—-d . Later replacements for the liquids are s
1-# and r->w or 1–2 r and v->l . The following realizations were found c

in the spelling data for /r/:<right—wight», «id—wig @roblem—rploblan». º
There were no consonant simplifications in the grapheme data for zlº. LI C

i) Vocalization of Syllabic Consonants: Syllabic elements /r/, /l/, %.
/m/, /n/ are replaced by a vowel. Óminerals->minros>was the only example i

of the vocalization of a syllabic consonant. sº
AT-3

Adult Phonology ºl,

Little information is available concerning what adults say when they

are off-target and, hence, use nonstandard realizations. The fragmentary *
information on adult changes that was available will the briefly %

discussed in relation to the grapheme changes found in my study. sº
º |
-
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/p/

In some languages such as spoken Chinese (Cantonese) and Upper

Chinook, /b/ or /p°/ is a common realization or alternation for /p/

(Sapir, 1949). In English, b: p is an alternation found in such words as

absorb: absorption and absolve: absolution. All the grapheme errors in my

study were made by one student and all occurred in the initial position

in target word; Kput-bu),6enguins-bengwindº, Kºlante-blants». There

were no instances of aspiration markings in the grapheme data.

/t/

In the spelling, the most common nonstandard realization was t-> d .

According to Schwartz (1983) t and d have some common grapheme

realizations in such pairs as 1) latter; ladder and 2) metal; medal, but

/t/ and /d/ do neutralize to the same flap in the context (4–7). In the

elision process common to rapid, connected discourse, t-t■ in as "Eat

your dinner'1+/ it■ rarnº /.

/g/

Devoicing of /g/ is a fairly common process in Chinook and Chinese

(Heffner, 1960) but is not a common process in English, nor does it show

the alternation patterns such as /f/ and /v/. In the spelling data there

was one realization of « g->f>; velar fronting /d->t or g->d/ is not a

common process used by adults in the any spoken language.

/f/

According to Sapir (1949), a /v/ realization for /f/ is a common

alternation in several languages such as Chinese and Upper Chinook. In

English, /f/ and /v/ accompanies plurality in instances such as

wife: wives and knife: knives, and other categories such as bereave: bereft;

cleft: cloven; leave: left; half: halve; give: gift; save: safe;
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heave: heft: heavy (Schwartz, 1983). The changes noted in the spelling data

were not such alternations.

Native Philipino speakers speaking English often retain the [p] /

[f] pronunciation reflecting the influence of their first language's

phonology in their second language phonology. In some English based

creoles, some spirants such as /f/ show up is /p/ in a word like

office: office-P/opis/.

/sh/

This (J->s] pattern is common between American and British English.

The English pronounce issue as [ it stu ) whereas Americans pronounce it

[Ija 1. Sapir (1949) claims /9/ as a common realization for /■ / and

this pattern was found in two percent of the children's speech data but

did not occur in the spelling data.

/m/

In some African languages /m/ and /b/ are fairly common adjacent

pronounciation but in English in comb and tomb, only the /m/ is realized

in speech whereas the spelling retains the b showing the probable

spoken historical origins.

Nasals, /m, nº) / occur in the final consonant position in some

languages such as Mandarin which have no other final syllabic consonants.

According to Schwartz (1983), "the implication is that the others

(consonants) were lost, perhaps resulting in the emergence of tonal

contrasts." Since English is not a tonal language, this finding may but

relate to the orthography either, but in Latin — mir-5 —0+ meaning

that /m/ was lost across-the-board.
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/ng/ s |
In Speech of a Northern Indian pronouncing English, /0-n/ was

common even though the informant was able to pronounce /b / correctly

(Sapir, 1949). Heffner (1960) notes that /p-n/ regularly in such words

as length and strength in some American dialects. It is quite common to

observe children learning English using /n/ for /0 / in such words as

morning and evening as well as verbs using the present progressive.
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CHAPTER W

DISCUSSION

Categories of Nonstandard Spellings

In this study, subjects' nonstandard grapheme realizations were not

random but, rather, all fell into five categories: 1) phoneme-type

changes, 2) doubling changes, 3) morpheme changes, 4) optional spelling

changes and 5) m/n changes. Therefore, previous contentions that

spelling is not a legitimate area for research because it is illogical

and unpredictable are apparently unfounded.

Hanna et al (1966) showed that more than 80% of a 17,000 word corpus

can be spelled with the knowledge of the primary spelling and one other

optional spelling, showing that spelling is logical and, therefore,

predictable. My data suggest that nonstandard realizations are also

logical and predictable as shown in the first level analysis. Therefore,

the hypothesis that categories of nonstandard grapheme realizations are

predictable and logical should be accepted.

Paragraphs versus Spelling Tests

A spelling test was devised to test possible differences in

performance in the two conditions (spelling test vs. paragraphs,

spontaneous vs/ written). Although there were more errors in the

spelling test condition than in the paragraph writing condition, the

pattern of errors remained the same. In both conditions, phoneme-type

changes were the most frequent nonstandard realization followed by

doubling changes, morpheme changes, optional spelling changes and m/n

changes.
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The spelling test was constructed from words in the paragraphs that

illustrated types of nonstandard realizations. The test was administered

to all subjects. From the results discussed above, it seems that there

was no difference in performance between the two conditions (spelling

test versus paragraphs). Since the spelling test was derived from the

vocabulary used by the subjects, one cannot conclude that the same

conclusion would apply in the administration of standard spelling tests,

i.e., that these spelling tests reveal the same patterns that occurred in

spontaneous paragraph writing. Although it is generally believed that in

spoken phonology it is important to consider continuous speech rather

than words spoken in isolation because different patterns of realizations

occur in the two conditions, my data would suggest that so long as the

same words are involved, similar differences are not seen in grapheme

realizations. This may relate to a phenomonon that appeared in other

points in this study; grapheme realizations in written language may be

less influenced by contextual factors than are phoneme realizations in

spoken language. Clearly, however, further research contrasting grapheme

realizations in single word productions with realizations in context

productions must be conducted before such conclusions are supportable.

Environments in Nonstandard Spellings.

Syllable Environments. The most startling finding was that syllable

type was not significant when rates of errors were considered. In

particular, nonstandard consonant spellings were no more frequent in

syllable-final positions than in syllable-initial positions. This

finding is certainly different from the young child's speech productions

because final consonant deletion and final cluster reduction are very
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common syllable conditions for spoken nonstandard realizations in simple

morphemes.

Vowel Environments. Nonstandard consonant realizations were more

likely to occur in syllables with short vowels than long vowels. Lacking

information regarding the frequency of occurrence of vowels in the entire

corpus, it is not possible to draw final conclusions. However, this

factor should be examined in further studies of vowel realization in

spellings and considered as a topic for future computer assisted

research.

Parts-of-Speech in Nonstandard Spellings

Almost two-thirds of the nonstandard consonant grapheme realizations

occurred on nouns and pronouns, even though these parts of speech

accounted for only a little over one-third of the entire paragraph

corpus. Verbs occurred less frequently than nouns; verbs accounted for

less than one-fifth of the total paragraph corpus and had approximately

the same frequency of occurrence in the nonstandard consonant grapheme

corpus. The paragraphs were derived from essays and paragraphs written

for academic subjects. Less familiar words, technical terms and other

special vocabulary such as foreign or borrowed words were used in the

essays. These less familiar words were probably more likely to be nouns

rather than verbs denoting less familiar actions and processes. This may

have at least partially accounted for the greater frequency of

nonstandard realizations in nouns than in verbs or any other semantic

category. Function words such as prepositions may have showed

proportionately fewer nonstandard realizations because children encounter

them so frequently, and they do not change word-forms. Therefore,
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although children may demonstrate more problems in spelling nouns than in

spelling other words, nouns may also offer the best opportunity for

observing nonstandard grapheme realizations.

Ages and Nonstandard Spellings

Unlike the stages proposed by Paul (1976) and Beers and Henderson

(1978), no stages were evident in my study. However, the subjects were

apparently beyond the stages proposed by those authors. Nevertheless,

the subjects in my study seemed to categorize phonemes and graphemes like

Read's subjects who were preschoolers and kindergarteners. Before stages

can be proposed for normal subjects, a longitudinal study is necessary to

trace development and acquisition across an ever expanding complex

vocabulary. After this work has been completed, it may be possible to

describe and/or compare normal, delayed and disordered patterns of

grapheme representation with greater confidence. At this point, we do

not know what normal children do as they learn to spell when they are

older and write more.

When members of groups are observed at one point in time, perceived

differences cannot be ascribed to stage differences. The fact that

younger subjects were not like older subjects does not necessarily mean

the older subjects were once like younger subjects. In my study of

spelling, it is interesting that, although older subjects made fewer

errors, the patterns of nonstandard realizations remained the same across

ages. This may mean that students with learning disabilities persist in

the same patterns of spelling problems, although the frequency of their

nonstandard spellings decrease over time.

), // f("/
L | D

º,º
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Comparison of Children's Speech Production Data, Adult Recall Data

and Nonstandard Spelling

Children's Speech and Nonstandard Spellings. There were more

realizations in the children's speech data than in the spelling data.

This finding may be due to the differences in the research design of my

study and Snow's study. My study was based upon spontaneously written

paragraphs by 30 subjects, whereas Snow's study was based upon an

elicited (structured) naming, articulation test with 438 subjects. Other

researchers have clearly demonstrated that elicited, structured speech

yields a different corpus than a corpus derived from continuous speech.

But, to date, no data are available on the spoken nonstandard

realizations derived from continuous speech.

In my study, there were 51 nonstandard grapheme realizations. In

the children's speech data, there were 164 realizations. Forty-five of

the grapheme realizations or 88% resembled the children's spoken

nonstandard realizations. Even with the limitations discussed

previously, this finding strongly suggests that older children's

nonstandard grapheme realizations will be similar to younger children's

spoken nonstandard realizations. Furthermore, all but three of the

nonstandard grapheme realizations involved only one feature change.

In the speech of Snow's young children, fricatives usually showed

the most nonstandard realizations. In the spelling data, the most common

error patterns occurred in m/n changes. Nasals are usually pronounced

correctly by most first graders; in the spelling data, nasals ranked

first and third as the most frequently occurring phoneme-type errors.

For some children, the phonemes /r/ and /l/ are mastered late in their

acquisition of spoken phonology. Patterns of nonstandard realizations in

S.
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the speech and spelling data were similar for the liquids, although some

patterns were not present in the grapheme data <r->w) and&l-ºw > But

grapheme assimilations common to spoken assimilations were present in the

spelling data.

Glides were not difficult for the subjects with learning

disabilities and are not notably difficult in the speech of young

children.

It seems the pattern of nonstandard realizations by phoneme types

are different for speech and spelling, but this may or may not be

verified in future research in spoken phonology, i.e., when continuous

speech, rather than isolated word productions, is used as the data base,

a more reliable comparison between spoken and written nonstandard

realizations will be possible.

Adult Recall Data and Nonstandard Spellings

When omissions were removed from the data for comparison with

Wickelgren's data, there were 30 grapheme realizations in my study; 23 or

75% of these realizations were found in the most frequent consonant

intrusions used by adults when they forgot a consonant in Wickelgren's

recall experiment. This suggests that the summarized nonstandard

grapheme realizations used by the subjects with learning disabilities

were very similar to the patterns of intrusions used by adults.

Furthermore, although subjects were using the same patterns of

nonstandard phoneme realizations as younger children learning

orthography, they were also significantly moving toward adult recall

error realizations patterns.
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Spelling and Sound Changes

Children's Phoneme Changes and Nonstandard Spellings. Six of the

eight processes used by Shriberg and Kwiatowski to describe common

processes in children's speech were found in the grapheme data. The two

processes not found were 1) frication of glides and 2) stopping of

fricatives. Therefore, a technique devised to analyze continuous speech

can also be applied to analyze grapheme errors. The processes used by

Shriberg and Kwiatowski were devised for the simple morpheme, whereas the

morphemes in my study were complex. Even so, the technique was viable.

If one accepts the viewpoint that these categorizations of processes are

accurately applied to children's spoken phonology, it is striking that

the majority of the same process formulations can be applied to

nonstandard grapheme realizations. 2 sº
Adult Phoneme Changes and Nonstandard Spellings. A study is cº |

currently underway to collect common, nonstandard spoken realizations -
from adults. Until the project is completed, the correspondence between yº,
nonstandard adult realizations and children's realizations with learning L | D:

disabilities is speculative at best. It does seem that the spoken º
processes used by young children are different from the spoken processes y

used by adults (Schwartz, 1983), but this conclusion is speculative and s’
awaits further research. Some of the grapheme changes are found in AT’■

spoken adult nonstandard realizations, but there were too few to discuss Yºol.

trends. º

º,
º,

Spelling and the Underlying Phonological System r w

The primary hypothesis leading to this study held that spelling is sº
*-

one surface manifestation of the underlying phonological code. That w

º
•
º,
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hypothesis can be examined in light of the findings of this study.

Findings in four areas support this hypothesis.

Some

is a

1. When grapheme changes occur, usually only one feature is

changed. This is the strongest support for grapheme representation

being a surface realization of the underlying phonological code.

2. Vowel environment and parts-of-speech context appeared to be

associated with nonstandard grapheme realizations. These contexts

are also found in the spoken realizations of the underlying

phonology.

3. The grapheme realizations used by my subjects with learning

disabilities were more similar to the preschool and kindergartener

orthographer than the older first and second grade orthographers.

Preschool orthographers categorize unfamiliar phonemes with their

own familiarly written graphemes. The preschooler also tends to use

the sounds in the letter names to assist their spelling efforts. My

subjects seemed to be using this approach also.

4. The overwhelming majority of nonstandard consonant grapheme

representations were found in children's speech. Furthermore, about

three-fourths of the nonstandard consonant grapheme representations

were found in the most frequently used adult recall error matrices.

findings do not support the hypothesis that grapheme representation

surface manifestation of the underlying phonology.

1. There is a difference frequency of occurence in speech and

spelling. Nasals and plosives are usually acquired early in a

child's spoken phonology. In the spelling study, nasals and

plosives were the most frequently occurring nonstandard realization.

Spoken fricatives and liquids are usually troublesome and are

r
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acquired relatively late in childhood phonology, but these graphemes

were less troublesome for my subjects.

2. Syllable environment is usually correlated with spoken

phonological changes but was not significantly correlated with the

nonstandard written consonant realizations.

3. There were fewer grapheme nonstandard realizations than spoken

nonstandard realizations.

Some findings were equivocal to the hypothesis that grapheme realizations

are reflective of the underlying phonology.

1. Categories of nonstandard grapheme representations were found

which suggest there is a system of changes which occurs when

writing.

2. Processes used to describe spoken phonology can be used 2 *
&

efficiently to describe the orthography, but just because the s |

description process is adequate for both, it is too soon to argue ºn
that the manifestations reflect the same underlying phonology. Yºgy
3. The patterns of nonstandard realizations remained the same L■ ■ º

y

across all ages. This could be a reflection of my subjects delay or º
disability, but too little is known about the mature writer to y

speculate at this point. s’■
Spoken phonology and written language may be different A Tºjº

manifestations of the underlying phonological code. The two different Yºol,

output systems may share some modality realizations but retain some .
specific realizations because of the nature of the different modalities: º ■

Just because the underlying system is shared, the surface manifestation r º

need not be replicas of the other. Speech and spelling are related but sº
-º-

are not reproductions of each other because each must code different
-

t
º
º/

8.
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types of information in different ways. The similarities and differences s

do not necessiate an either-or situation/choice. For instance, in the

spelling data m and n changes may mark nasality for the orthographer who

randomly uses the orthographic pattern of "two bumps or three bumps." If

one's own handwriting is assessed, one may find speed interfering with

clear marking of n's and m's. Sometimes one may even use "four bumps"

but the nasality is marked in some way. Reversals such as b and d have

been assumed to represent visual confusions, but several other possible

visual confusions do not usually occur. p and b could be confused

because of going above and below the line next to the "ball." But the

same confusions occur in spoken realizations as well leading one to

question the visual nature of these confusions. Rather, one can look at

the confusions in terms of phonological confusions. Other examples are

also not apparent: Z and 7U or zo- and ■ ºn do not occur nor does b and p

frequently occur, which could just as easily occur if b and d were ~
-y .

primarily visual confusions. In my study, the nonstandard spellings Yºy
*-

usually had only one feature different from the target. This one feature L! B

difference and the lack of other "reversals" leads me to postulate an %, L
2
º,

underlying phonological confusion rather than a visual confusion. y º
ºf

sº ■
Alºjº

lºgi/
2

t”

* [
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CHAPTER WI

SUMMARY

The study was based on analyses of spontaneously written paragraphs

(i.e., paragraphs written at school for classroom assignments) produced

by thirty children with learning disabilites. Each nonstandard spelling

was categorized into one of five types: phoneme-type changes, doubling

changes, morpheme changes, optional spelling changes and m/n changes.

After each syllable in the corpus was classified according to syllable

type, the vowel environment for each phoneme-type change was determined.

Every word in the corpus was analyzed into its part-of-speech and the

frequency of occurrence of each part of speech was calculated. All

nonstandard spellings falling within the category of phoneme-type changes

were then analyzed according to parts-of-speech.

Subjects were then divided according to youngest, oldest and middle

age-groups and compared for frequency and category of nonstandard

spellings and types of phoneme change. Data on subjects were compared

with data from other studies of normal preschool, first graders and

learning disabled subjects. Data were also compared with studies of

nonstandard phoneme realizations in children's speech and of nonstandard

realizations in studies of adult written, recall matrices. Processes

used to describe spoken phonological changes were applied to the

nonstandard realizations in the corpus. The few spoken adult changes

that are currently available were also compared to the nonstandard

changes of the subjects with learning disabilities.

Finally, a spelling test was administered to all subjects that was

devised from the nonstandard spellings in the paragraphs. To satisfy

broad word positional requirements and assure coverage of all phonemes

and morpheme types, words were added to the spelling test, similar to the
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vocabulary found in the paragraphs. Nonstandard realizations in the

spelling test were then compared to the nonstandard realizations on the

corpus derived from paragraphs.

The study led to the following conclusions expressed in terms of the

nine research questions posed at the outset:

1. Are there categories of nonstandard spellings in the

spontaneously written paragraphs of subjects with learning disabilities?

Nonstandard spellings taken from spontaneously written paragraphs

can be classified into categories: 1) phoneme-type changes, 2) optional

spellings, 3) doubling changes, 4) morpheme changes and 5) m/n changes.

Within the phoneme-type changes, the following rank of nonstandard

spellings were found when occurences were corrected for frequency:

1) m/n changes, 2) liquids, 3) nasals, 4) plosives, 5) fricatives, and

6) glides.

2. What is the environment in which nonstandard spellings occur?

Syllable type was not associated with nonstandard spellings. When

the vowel environment was determined for all the phoneme changes, short

vowels accounted for almost two-thirds of the nonstandard spellings.

3. Does the frequency of nonstandard spellings vary according to

parts-of-speech?

Nouns were the most frequent part-of-speech in the entire corpus.

Even when corrected for frequency, most phoneme-type changes occurred on

nouns. Werbs were next in frequency and were the next most frequent

locus of phoneme-type changes. Other form class words such as adjectives

and adverbs had a low frequency of occurence in the entire paragraph

corpus and in the phoneme-type changes.
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4. Does age affect spelling performance?

The older subjects used fewer nonstandard realizations than the

younger subjects, but the patterns of nonstandard spellings remained the

same for all groups of subjects. The patterns of nonstandard spellings

were the same patterns reported in studies of preschool and

kindergartener orthographers.

5. Do spelling patterns differ in spontaneously written paragraphs

or spelling patterns in single words written from dictation?

More errors were found in the dictated words than in the paragraphs.

However, the ranks of the categories of errors in the two conditions were

identical.

6. Are the nonstandard spellings of subjects with learning

disabilities similar to the nonstandard spellings of normal children?

The patterns of nonstandard spellings of children with learning

disabilities are the same as the patterns of nonstandard spellings of

preschool and kindergarten orthographers. Therefore, although they

resembled younger "normal" children, no distinctive spelling patterns

could be attributed to children with learning disabilities.

7. Are the nonstandard spelling realizations of subjects with

learning disabilities similar to children's nonstandard speech

realizations?

Most nonstandard spelling realizations were also reported in the

studies of children's nonstandard spoken realizations. Most of the

nonstandard spellings had only one feature difference from the target.
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8. Are the nonstandard spelling used by subjects with learning

disabilities similar to the recall intrusions made by adults in a

short-term recall experiment?

Most of the nonstandard spelling realizations were found in the most

frequently occurring consonant intrusions in an adult short-term memory

recall experiment.

9. Can the process analyses used to describe the children's or

adult's spoken phonological system be used to describe children's

nonstandard spellings?

Six of the eight common processes used to describe the spoken simple

morphemes in children were found in the subject's nonstandard spelling

realizations. Additionally, reduplication, a process found in children

just beginning to use spoken language, was also found in the spelling

data. Although complete data on phoneme changes in adult speakers is

unavailable, about one-third of the nonstandard spellings are reported

among the changes commonly occurring in adult speakers of languages other

than English and of some English dialects.
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:

20.

22.
23.
24.

supposes
equipment
billow
branch
battery
Atlantic

taught
benefit
betray
belt
birthday
suddenly
beside
bend

factory
tablecloth
perfectly
disgusting
target
benefactor
befriend
behalf
cleavage
believe

Appendix A

Spelling Te St

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

bloodthirsty
beneath
reception
beast
Inu Seum

blaze
cleanse

special
British
television
teacher
bleach
enjoy
beverage
Argentina
blossom
cleanliness
wellknown

beginning
bellow
bible
February
between
beforehand
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